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ON THE COVERS:
Front: Student Rachel Bort, a recipient of the D. Keith Mosing Family Scholarship, and her son, Ben. Photo by Jeff Fitlow Photography.
Back: Students Meghan Pokorski, recipient of the Samuel M. Goldman and Jack R. Hunt and Southwest Airlines scholarships; and Luis Velaquez, recipient of the Jim Henderson Champions of Character and Jim Crane/International Order of Characters scholarships. Photo by Dean Poblete.
In my career, I have had the fortune of seeing several great institutions of higher learning at work, but none has given me more satisfaction than Embry-Riddle. Of all the places I have worked and served, there is no place I would rather be.

I could literally list hundreds of reasons why I love Embry-Riddle, but the first that comes to mind is the people who support this great university with their time, talent and treasure. Whether faculty, staff, alumnus, corporate partner or friend, your generous support shows that you share our passion for being the best aviation and aerospace university on the planet.

It is that unity of purpose and passion that has placed us on top and will keep us there for many years to come.

With your help, we have begun the important work of building a new legacy of education and discovery at Embry-Riddle. We have always been a great institution of applied learning; now, we are taking the next steps to become a place that provides new knowledge to solve real-world problems:

- We have added 66 new faculty across our three campuses, deepening our talent pool of researchers and teachers;
- We are adding new facilities at all three campuses to boost our capacity for innovation and discovery;
- We have invested our resources wisely and grown our endowment to $92 million, up from $81 million in the previous year;
- We have continued to reduce our debt while producing strong margins to fuel future growth.

We have come a long way in just the past year, but it is only the beginning. The signs for the coming year point to more good news: Admissions are up at all three campuses, Moody’s recently upgraded our bond rating from baa2 to baa1, and our endowment is approaching $100 million. We are clearly a university on the rise.

We recognize that we couldn’t do any of this without the ongoing support and dedication of the many names listed in this Annual Report on Philanthropy. Our strong position today is not the result of one person’s effort, but is the culmination of the collective efforts of all who love Embry-Riddle.

Please accept this report as a celebration of the special place you occupy in our Embry-Riddle family—and thank you for all you do for Embry-Riddle.

With sincere appreciation,

John P. Johnson, Ph.D.
President and CEO
As the world’s oldest, largest and most prestigious university specializing in aviation and aerospace, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University attracts students from all corners of the globe. Our student population has grown more diverse and inclusive over the past few decades. But there are still plenty of bright, motivated and passionate students who are unable to realize the first-rate, unique educational experiences at Embry-Riddle without financial assistance.

In the past year at the Daytona Beach Campus, at least 23 students withdrew because of financial difficulties. The Prescott Campus lost 50 students for the same reason. While these numbers may seem small, we may never know who among these students would have been the next Ronald McNair, Albert Einstein or Sally Ride. One student lost because of financial difficulties is one student too many.

I believe that philanthropy is first and foremost an investment in human potential. When we give, we invest in a vision of what is possible in ourselves, a vision of what we would like to achieve and who we would like to become. We invest in dreams that we believe will make the world a better place. You believe this as well, which is why you make an investment in their dreams year after year. Thank you. In the 2012–13 academic year, 500 students received more than $1.3 million in scholarship funds. In the pages that follow, three of these students discuss how scholarships are helping them achieve their dreams; others express their gratitude in quotations woven throughout the report.

While scholarship support is crucial, there are a number of other ways to support our students. For example, alumnus Jeff Knittel ’80, DB) and his wife, Kathy, created the C. Jeffrey and Katherine Knittel Endowed Book Fund, which provides funding to qualified students to help defer the cost of textbooks. Understanding the critical role of faculty, University Trustee Louis C. Seno Jr. and his wife, Christine, stepped forward, as well; they set a new standard by establishing our first-ever donor-funded professorship: the Christine and Louis C. Seno Professorship in Aviation Finance.

Gifts from alumni and friends of the university are also helping to rehabilitate the performance aircraft used by our national champion Golden Eagles Flight Team at the Prescott Campus. The upgrades will allow the Golden Eagles, who have a long history of success, to continue to compete at the highest level.

Clearly, we are making great progress and our University continues to enjoy success. Today we offer more educational opportunities than ever before, strengthened by new graduate programs and industry partnerships. We are investing in state-of-the-art buildings and infrastructure to ensure we have the best facilities to foster top minds. We are leading the way with new research and innovations in aerospace, aviation and space technologies.

There is no disputing that Embry-Riddle is a great University. With a focus on building endowments for faculty and student support, leveraging donor investments to match the University’s investment in new facilities, and growing our alumni giving rate, I believe we can (and will be) even greater.

The challenges we face are a distant second to our potential. No, we won’t conquer them all in a year or even in five years—but, with your continued support, we will reach our potential and set new standards for innovation and achievement in aviation and aerospace.

Again, thank you and I welcome your suggestions and feedback. Feel free to contact me at bernadine.douglas@erau.edu.

Sincerely,

Bernadine Douglas, CFRE
Vice President of External Relations
In fiscal year 2013, Embry-Riddle raised $4,250,988 in support of students, faculty, programs and facilities.

With the rising costs of financing an education, Embry-Riddle donors answered the challenge with continued generous support of students, contributing nearly $2.5 million toward scholarships and fellowships.

Fiscal year 2013 also marked another solid year in building our capacity for growth and innovation. Contributions to support facilities, equipment, faculty and academic programs totaled nearly $1.3 million, helping ensure that the university’s ongoing investments to expand its educational and research capabilities remain strong and on track.

In other positive news, the university’s endowment closed the fiscal year at nearly $92 million, a gain of $11 million from the previous year.

In fiscal year 2013, Embry-Riddle raised $4,250,988 in support of students, faculty, programs and facilities.

With the rising costs of financing an education, Embry-Riddle donors answered the challenge with continued generous support of students, contributing nearly $2.5 million toward scholarships and fellowships.

Fiscal year 2013 also marked another solid year in building our capacity for growth and innovation. Contributions to support facilities, equipment, faculty and academic programs totaled nearly $1.3 million, helping ensure that the university’s ongoing investments to expand its educational and research capabilities remain strong and on track.

In other positive news, the university’s endowment closed the fiscal year at nearly $92 million, a gain of $11 million from the previous year.

Factors such as growth from gifts, reductions due to annual scholarship payments and withdrawals, and investment return determine the endowment’s market value. Visit givingto.erau.edu/endowmentlist.html to view Embry-Riddle’s endowed funds.
“Not only has school been a great inspiration and motivation in challenging me to be a better person; it has been a great life example to my son.” — Rachel Bort, Embry-Riddle Worldwide Campus student

**STAYING ALOFT**
**STUDENT JUGGLES PARENTING, SCHOOL AND WORK TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS**

For Rachel Bort, finishing her degree and becoming the first college graduate in her family isn’t enough. “I’m trying to graduate with honors,” says the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Worldwide student and single mother living in Houston, Texas. “I tell my son, ‘If you’re not going to do it well, then don’t do it at all.’”

Bort, who is earning her bachelor’s degree in technical management, is a two-time recipient of the D. Keith Mosing Family Scholarship. A 1997 graduate of Embry-Riddle, Mosing is the chairman and CEO of several companies, and he and his wife, Alice, are strong supporters of education.

Bort says she was honored to receive the scholarship award, which relieves some of the financial pressure she has shouldered since starting her degree five years ago.

It hasn’t been easy studying while simultaneously working full time and raising her son, Ben, who is now 11 years old. But with graduation looming at the end of the year, she says it has been worth the struggle. “Between work and schoolwork, there is not a lot of free time,” Bort says. “But you have to just step back, prioritize it and tackle it.”

Bort has shown the same determination in her career. In 2011, the elimination of the space shuttle program required her to shift industries. After years of working on NASA’s Space Station and Constellation programs in scheduling and cost risk management, she took a job in the oil and gas industry. She now works for Tepco, LLC, a contractor for Chevron.

She hopes her perseverance serves as a positive role model for her son. “Not only has school been a great inspiration and motivation in challenging me to be a better person; it has been a great life example to my son,” Bort says. “I’m hoping he learns that motivation, determination and hard work can get you anywhere you want to go.”
"Right now the students are flying Cessna 150s with no means of electronic navigation. It’s just a compass and window."

— Chris Dolly (’05, PC), Golden Eagles Head Coach

GOLDEN EAGLES PRESERVATION
DONORS RALLY TO UPDATE AGING AIRCRAFT

Thanks to a group of dedicated donors, Embry-Riddle Prescott’s nine-time national champions, the Golden Eagles flight team, will soon have upgraded performance aircraft to ensure their continued success and safety.

Friends and alumni, some of whom are former members of the Golden Eagles themselves, have come together to create the Golden Eagles Flight Team Aircraft Enhancement Fund.

John Thelan, whose son Chris was a member of the 2008 Championship Golden Eagles Team, was one of the first to support the effort. “From talking to my son, the team members really prefer the older planes because they ‘just fly better’ and go ‘where you plant them,’” Thelan says. “There’s quite a legacy and heritage wrapped up in Eagle One and Two. It’s important to maintain [that].”

Over the next two years, the fund will provide updated navigation/communication systems as well as important safety inspections for the two aircraft. Flight team members and coaches hope the fund will continue to grow to supplement the costs of future improvements.

“It’s a long-term plan,” says Golden Eagles Head Coach Chris Dolly (’05, PC). “Our goal in the short term is to install new Nav/Comm radios, including ADS-B and GPS. Right now the students are flying Cessna 150s with no means of electronic navigation. It’s just a compass and window.”

The fund will also help pay for newly mandated manufacturer inspections. The 1965 Cessna 150s have been classified as “legacy aircraft,” which require supplemental inspections for corrosion and fatigue, says Jerry Kidrick, chairman of the Prescott Campus Flight Training Department.

While expensive and time consuming, Kidrick says investing in the tried-and-true Eagle One and Eagle Two is well worth the expense. “The aircraft have unique handling and flight control systems that make them very competitive,” he says.

Continuing the Golden Eagles’ tradition of winning the National Intercollegiate Flying Association’s annual Safety and Flight Evaluation Conference is a plus, but Dolly says the real value of the aircraft upgrades is a safer and more practical learning environment for students.

“The team skills and leadership the students gain from participating on the team is unparalleled,” he says. “We have sports teams at Embry-Riddle, but it’s not quite the same. The flight team is more applicable to what they’re training to do here and in their future careers.”

---

GOLDEN EAGLES • By the Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Founded as a Student Club</th>
<th>First National Championship</th>
<th>Year Sanctioned as a University Team</th>
<th>Consecutive Regional Championships</th>
<th>NIFA-SAFECON Championships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Louis C. “Lou” Seno Jr. (H ’07, DB) knows dollars and cents—and he knows aviation. So when he and his wife, Christine, learned about the new Master of Science in Aviation Finance degree at the Daytona Beach Campus, they cashed in on the opportunity to establish the university’s first privately funded professorship.

“We were at a time in our lives where we wanted to do something more substantial here,” Seno says. “The new program really touched home for me; it connects my involvement in the industry with my contributions to Embry-Riddle.”

Seno has had a lifelong connection with aviation. Since he was 6 years old, he has made the annual pilgrimage to the Experimental Aircraft Association’s Fly-In Convention (now known as EAA AirVenture Oshkosh). He attended his 59th consecutive EAA gathering this past summer.

Seno’s love of business, particularly finance, runs a close second to his interest in aviation. He spent more than 30 years in the aircraft finance business, and then became president and CEO of Jet Support Services Inc. (JSSI), a company he co-founded. He currently serves as chairman emeritus for JSSI.

With a lifetime’s worth of aviation and business in his column, Seno is mindful of the important role finance plays in the industry. “Because finance has so many touchstones, it’s a medium that links a lot of other parts of aviation,” he says.

The Christine and Louis Seno Professorship in Aviation Finance will help launch the new M.S. in Aviation Finance program, debuting this fall, by funding the activities of a distinguished faculty member. One of the professor’s first goals is to seek and acquire an endorsement from the Chartered Financial Analyst Institute, a global association that sets the standard for excellence and credentials for investment and finance professionals.

Seno believes the new program will play an important role in advancing Embry-Riddle’s College of Business in the eyes of industry. “Embry-Riddle is known for flight training and engineering, but this program will really set us apart on the business side,” he says.

Seno is a former member of the President’s Advisory Council and an honorary alumnus of Embry-Riddle and has served as a member of the Board of Trustees since 2009. He and Christine are also members of the Embry-Riddle Legacy Society.

“The new program really touched home for me; it connects my involvement in the industry with my contributions to Embry-Riddle.”

—Louis C. “Lou” Seno Jr. (H ’07, DB)
“Something had to give and that scholarship afforded me the opportunity to quit my part-time weekend job and focus on school and my kids.” — Tom Leick, Embry-Riddle Prescott Campus student

WORKING TOWARD A BETTER FUTURE

With a full load of classes, two young children and a part-time job at a local bar, Tom Leick sometimes struggled to find the three to four hours a night that he needed to stay on track with his studies.

“It’s been incredibly challenging," says the 38-year-old student.

That’s why Leick was thrilled to receive a Cobham Aerospace Communications scholarship, which has given him and his family a needed reprieve.

“Something had to give and that scholarship afforded me the opportunity to quit my part-time weekend job and focus on school and my kids,” says Leick, who plans to graduate in May 2015 with a degree in electrical engineering.

Leick spent years working in construction, before deciding to return to school after the recession hit. He took courses at a local community college, and then discovered and applied for Embry-Riddle’s electrical engineering program.

When he’s not attending classes, he helps care for his son, Logan, 7, and daughter, Lexa, 2, with his wife, Jessica, a nurse who works nights and weekends. As a nontraditional student, Leick figured he didn’t stand a chance for a scholarship, since he’d be competing against younger students who were involved in a long list of extracurricular activities. “I was totally shocked when I got it,” he says.

Better yet, the scholarship led to Cobham Aerospace Communications offering him a paid summer internship in Prescott. While working for the company, he received valuable hands-on learning and discovered an interest in radio frequency and wireless communication engineering.

Although he’s always enjoyed his studies, Leick says it has been frustrating to have so little time for his wife and children. This scholarship changes that dynamic and makes the road to graduation seem much more manageable.

“It helped that whole education, income and family equation, and tipped the balance more towards family and education,” Leick says.
“Kathy and I established the endowment fund because without Embry-Riddle, I would not be where I am today. It gave me a step up in aviation, and we believe wholeheartedly in passing it on.”

— C. Jeffrey Knittel ('80, DB), President of CIT Transportation Finance

GIVING BACK ONE BOOK AT A TIME

When Jeff Knittel ('80, DB) arrived at Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach Campus to pursue a Bachelor of Science in Aviation Management, he and his parents had carefully calculated and prepared for the costs of tuition and board. But they had forgotten one important thing: books.

“We didn’t have a lot of extra money back then. Everything we had saved was going toward tuition and housing,” Knittel says. “When I got to school and realized that books were an extra cost and that they weren’t given to you, it was a pretty big shock. I scraped the money together and worked part-time jobs to help.”

Now, as president of CIT Transportation Finance with management oversight for five groups—Aerospace, Business Aircraft, Transportation Lending, Rail and Maritime Finance—Knittel credits Embry-Riddle for laying the foundation for his career success.

“In high school, I was not as focused on studying, but I went to college and got serious, and it paid off. Doing well at Embry-Riddle gave me the confidence to succeed and to compete in the job market,” he says. His experience at Embry-Riddle also deepened his fascination and appreciation for aviation. “There are few people that go to Embry-Riddle who don’t love aviation. It was nice to have a built-in brotherhood and sisterhood of friends who shared the same passion,” Knittel says.

Inspired by his experience as a student, in 2005, he and his wife, Kathy, created the C. Jeffrey and Katherine Knittel Endowed Book Fund. The fund provides vouchers to qualified students to help defer the cost of textbooks.

“Kathy and I established the endowment fund because without Embry-Riddle, I would not be where I am today. It gave me a step up in aviation, and we believe wholeheartedly in passing it on,” he says.
EVERY DREAM MATTERS
GLENN MULLARY JR.

every dream matters

Glen Mullary Jr.
“I’m the first Mullary that’s ever completed college. My family is definitely coming for graduation.”

— Glenn Mullary Jr., Embry-Riddle Daytona Beach Campus student

**FINISHING FIRST**

Glenn Mullary Jr.’s love of flying began when he was a kindergartner, taking his first ride in a Cessna bush airplane in the skies above New Jersey. “I’ve always known I wanted to do something with airplanes,” he says. “It was just so much fun flying around up there and such a rush.”

As a teen, his dreams of becoming a pilot morphed into an interest in aerospace engineering. He’d talk to high school friends about aerospace and get blank stares; but at Embry-Riddle, he found a place where his peers understood and shared his passion.

As an aerospace engineering student at Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach Campus, Mullary has excelled. He spent the past summer testing a fully electric aircraft motor at the university’s Eagle Flight Research Center, and is working now on a fuel transfer system project with professor Sathya Gangadharan for Virgin Galactic.

But financially, it has been a struggle for Mullary and his family. His father, who suffered a spinal cord injury and is permanently disabled, sold his handicap-equipped van in 2011 to help fund his son’s tuition. This past summer, finances got so tight that his dad was considering selling his three-wheeled motorcycle to help out his son, but Mullary rejected the idea.

“That’s my dad’s last bit of joy,” he says. “If he sold that, I wouldn’t feel right.”

Set to graduate in December, Mullary was ready to take a semester or two off to work to try to save up the needed tuition. Then in July, he was awarded a Daytona Beach Patrons’ Fund Scholarship, which closed the financial gap.

“If I hadn’t gotten that, I would have had to magically find that money,” he says. “It definitely puts my parents’ minds at ease that I am able to finish the semester.”

The assistance also means Mullary won’t have to delay his dreams of becoming an aerospace engineer, which is something that makes his father extremely proud.

“I’m the first Mullary that’s ever completed college. My family is definitely coming for graduation,” he says.
LEADERSHIP GIVING

Through their support and enthusiasm for the Embry-Riddle mission and their passion for philanthropy to the university, members of the Leadership Gift Societies continue to build the legacy that is Embry-Riddle. The Leadership Gift Societies recognize the generosity of these donors.

The Jack R. Hunt Society
Named for Embry-Riddle’s first president, the Jack R. Hunt Society honors donors whose lifetime giving to the university totals $1 million or more.

The John Paul Riddle Society
Honoring a founder of the university, the John Paul Riddle Society recognizes donors who make lifetime contributions totaling at least $500,000.

The T. Higbee Embry Society
Named for John Paul Riddle’s entrepreneurial partner, the T. Higbee Embry Society recognizes donors with lifetime contributions of $100,000 or more.

The Legacy Society
Recognizing donors who include Embry-Riddle in their estates, the Legacy Society supports multiple generations of aerospace/aviation leaders.

---

### JACK R. HUNT SOCIETY

**CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS**

- Airbus Services Company
- Boeing Company Charitable Trust
- Boston Scientific
- Emil Buehler Perpetual Trust
- Honeywell
- Intervest Construction
- The MathWorks
- Rolls-Royce Corporation
- The Wessel Foundation

**ALUMNI AND FRIENDS**

- Jay (HonDoc ’08) and Leila Adams
- Michele Bowman-Underwood and Joseph Underwood
- James and Beverly Cone
- Samuel Goldman*
- James (’79, DB) and Karli Hagedorn
- Mori (HonDoc ’13) (’78, ’79, ’82, DB) and Forough (’85, DB) Hosseini
- Roger Koch
- L. Gale Lemerand
- Dorothee Miller*
- S. Harry (HonDoc ’72) and Linda Robertson
- Steven (HonDoc ’98) and Christine Udvar-Hazy
- George and Helen Weaver
- Helen Wessel

---

### JOHN PAUL RIDDLE SOCIETY

**CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS**

- Air Force Association
- Analytical Graphics
- Boeing Company
- Brown & Brown of Florida
- Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation
- Constellation Productions
- ERAU SGA
- Estate of Farshad K. Babazadeh
- Frasca International
- Robertson Research Group

---

### T. HIGBEE EMBRY SOCIETY

**CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS**

- AAR Corporation
- Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
- AlliedSignal Air Transport Avionics
- American Airlines
- Associated Aviation Underwriters
- Aviall
- Aviation Education Foundation
- The Robert and Lois Braddock Charitable Foundation
- Cessna Foundation
- Cobb & Cole
- Combined Federal Campaign #4126
- Computer Presentations and Training
- Consolidated-Tomoka Land Company
- CSG Enterprise
- Dade Community Foundation
- Tine W. Davis Family Foundation
- Daytona Aerospace Industrial Park Joint Venture
- Daytona Beach Racing & Recreational Facilities District
- Daytona Mitsubishi/Kia
- Delta Air Lines
- DS SolidWorks
- Equis Financial Group

---

**CAMPUS LEGEND**

- MC Miami Campus
- DB Daytona Beach, Fla.
- PC Prescott, Ariz.
- WW Worldwide Campus
Citizenship, feeding the poor, and building a better world. Your contributions have done more than words can describe. You provide a helping hand to students such as myself and have helped me come that much closer to my dreams of aviation.”

COLBY KERSEY, STUDENT AT THE PRESCOTT CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE JAMES DAVID FROST MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

ERAU Board of Visitors
Association
Florida Independent College Fund
Florida Power & Light
Follett Higher Education Group
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Halifax Paving
Honeywell International Foundation
Paul and Constance Hunter Charitable Foundation
International Order of Characters
International Speedway Corporation
ISTAT Foundation
Kresge Foundation
Bill & Moya Lear Charitable Foundation
Link Foundation
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Marmot Foundation
The Miami Foundation
Mead Witter Foundation
Mission Air Support
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Amelia Peabody Charitable Fund
Professional Food Service Management
The Roberton Foundation
Rockwell Collins
Sodexo
State of Florida
Tecnam Aircraft
The Albert L. Ueltschi Foundation
United Technologies Corporation
US Airways
The Wachovia Foundation
Wells Fargo Bank

ALUMNI AND FRIENDS

George and Patricia Adam
Bob and Carol Allen
J. Powell and Nancy Brown
Lawrence and Barbara Clarkson
Elizabeth Coley and William Smith
Victor and Betsy Creszenzo
De Rhoads Dolan
Linda Downs
Charles and Elizabeth Duva
Philip (HonDoc ’04) and Joyce Elliott
William* and Betty Jane France
Rudy and Lucille Frasca
George Gallaspy
William Haas*
Jim and Carole Henderson
Louis* and Dava Hoffman
Russell Holderman (HonDoc ’74)*
Daniel and Diane Izard
Sharon Jones (‘84, PC)
Moya Lear*
George Lerman
Joseph (‘74, DB) and Catherine Martin
Joseph and Joan McClure
Robert McKay*
George Mendonca
Estate of Louisa Morse
D. Keith (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Alice Mosing
Richard (‘86, DB) and Denise Nisbett
Emily and Thomas Nissley
Leon Nye
James and Janet O’Connor
William* and Dixie O’Connor
Quentin and Jeani Pearson
James Ray
David and Andrea Robertson
Nancy Robertson*
James Robinson*
David and Yolande Salter
Roger and Barbara Schwarz
Raymond and Frances Sigafoos
Al Skaneary
David and Toni Slick
Steven (HonDoc ’06) and Nancy Sliva
Lee Spence*
Thomas* and Barbara Staed
Edward (HonDoc ’74)* and Dorothy Stimpson
Estate of Durvia L. Sylvestre
Maurice and Dorothy Taylor*
Albert Ueltschi (HonDoc ’97)*
Lawrence and Virginia Vagnozzi* Charles Vouaux
Alexander and Mary Wells
R. Lyman (HonDoc ’96) and Meredith* Wood
Gertrude Worthington*

LEGACY SOCIETY

Jay (HonDoc ’08) and Leila Adams
Matthew Andersson (‘96, DB)
Patricia and Edward Amtzen
Robert and Mary Beilman*
Robert (‘71, DB) and Cherri Belinke
Theodore and Deborah Beneigh Catherine and Gordon Benson
Matthew Berk (‘58, MC)*
Margaret Billson (‘84, PC)
Stephen (‘86, PC) and Terri Blanchette
Gerald Boll
Michele Bowman-Underwood and Joseph Underwood
The Robert and Lois Braddock Charitable Foundation
Benjamin (‘82, DB) and Signe Canfield
Richard (‘87, WW) and Debra Cargo
Allen Colfry (‘66, DB)
Robert and Bobbi Coleman
James and Beverly Cone
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
David* and Marguerite Cummock
Gary (HonDoc ’69)* and Else Cunningham
De Rhoads Dolan
George Errick
Charles* and Karen Ford
James (’92, ’95, DB) and Suellen Gallogly
Samuel Goldman*
David and Nancy Gonnion
Lee Grace* and Charles Erskine
George (‘70, WW) and June Hill
Louis* and Dava Hoffman
Mori (HonDoc ’13) (‘78, ’79, ’82, DB) and Forough (‘85, DB)
Hosseini
Constance Hunter
James (‘75, DB) and Lori Hunter
John Hurley
Charles and Marion Johnson
Sharon Jones (‘84, PC)
Ronald and Carolyne Kerlin
Jesse King and Tanya Wise King
Robert Koch
James Kolbe
Kenneth* and Mary Lamalie
L. Gale Lemerand
Robert and Virginia Lyall*
Betty MacDonald
William March (‘81, WW)*
George and Karen McCown
Robert McKay*
Roy and Mary Miller
Dan and Kelly Montplaisir
D. Keith (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Alice Mosing
Emily and Thomas Nissley
Leon Nye
William* and Dixie O’Connor
John and Ann Olsen
C. David (‘74) and Carol Owens
Robert Oxley
Nancy (‘74, DB) Pettit
William Pitts (‘60, MC)
Deborah Lee Prescott
Walter Prettyman (‘75, DB)
Giorgio and Portia Ray
Charles and Joan Richardson
Fred (‘58, DB) and Julie Robinson
Robert Rockett
Nancy Samp
Christine and Louis (H’07, DB)
Seno
Nancy Shiver-Forrest
Raymond and Frances Sigafoos
Mary Spence
Raymond (‘75, DB) and Wendy Springsteen
William (HonDoc ’87) and Eunice Sprance*
Thomas* and Barbara Staed
Betty Stern
Edward (HonDoc ’74)* and Dorothy Stimpson
Raymond Stratton (‘78, DB)
James and Marilyn Subach
Maurice and Dorothy Taylor*
Dianne (‘81, DB) and Raymond Thompson
Harvey Thompson
Peter (‘69, WW) and Linda Vosbury
Charles Vouaux
Ann Weaver*
Alexander and Mary Wells
Jody (‘91, PC; ’05, WW) and Daniel Wichtman
Fred* and Alice Wills
Kevin Winsneski (‘98, DB)
Phillip Woodruff (‘71, DB)
James (‘80, DB) and Karen Zeiler

*Deceased
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PLATINUM EAGLES
$10,000 OR MORE

Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
Aviation Education Foundation
BBA Aviation USA
Boeing Company Charitable Trust
Brown & Brown Insurance
Brown & Brown of Florida
Daytona Beach Racing & Recreational Facilities District
Daytona Mitsubishi/Kia
Edward T. Bedford Foundation
ERAU Board of Visitors Association
Florida Power & Light
Frasca International
International Lease Finance Corporation
LMI Aerospace
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Paul & Constance Hunter Charitable Foundation
Pinnacle Aircraft Parts
Pratt & Whitney
Rockwell Collins
Signature Flight Support Corporation
Sodexo & Affiliates (Daytona Beach)
State of Florida
The Wittemann Company
Wells Fargo Bank
WFF Facility Services

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999

Aero Design Services
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International Foundation
AssuredPartners
Austin Outdoor
Command Medical Products
Costco Wholesale
Daytona International Speedway
Eastern Aviation Fuels
Elkins Constructors
Halifax Health
Jon Hall Chevrolet
PGA Tour
Sea Oats Limited
Senior Class Council Club, Daytona Beach
Symantec
TBM Owners and Pilots Association
Tom Cook Jeweler
Tracy Forrest Foundation

Giles Electric Company
Halifax Paving
Harvey M. Thompson Trust
Hilton Daytona Beach
Oceanfront Resort
Hobico
Homewood Suites Daytona
Intersect Construction
Ladies Professional Golf Association
Leo A Daly Architects
Marriott International
Moet Hennessy USA
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
Motosports Charities
Murphy International Development Corporation
Newton Family Foundation
Odyssey Travel
O’Gara Aviation
Parker Mynchenberg & Associates
Pepin Realty
Perryman Family Foundation
R&R Industries
Richard Petty Driving Experience
Sodexo & Affiliates (Prescott)
Staed Family Associates
Stonewood Grill & Tavern
The Miami Foundation
The Rorer Foundation
Tom Davis Fund
Tuskegee Airmen Scholarship Foundation
Volusia Flagler YMCA

BRONZE EAGLES
$1,000 TO $2,499

A Friends’ Foundation Trust
Air Line Pilots Association International
Ameri Crown Service Corporation
Braniff Silver Eagles Charitable Fund
Bright House Networks
Business Aviation Technology
Carter Electric Company
Coleman Goodemote
Construction Company
Consolidated-Tomoka Land Company
Courtyard by Marriott
Daytona Beverages
Discount Tire Company
Ercoupe Owners Club
Espyder Web Design Group
Florida Health Care Plans
Gallacher Capital Management
Garmin International

SQUADRON 500
$500 TO $999

A.M. Weigel Construction
Adams, Cameron & Company
Ascension Aircraft
Aviation Advisors
Bahama House
Bonefish Grill
Captain James Ormond D.A.R.
Checkered Flag Committee
Chick-fil-A of Port Orange
Cobb & Cole
Crotty & Bartlett
Daytona Beach Symphony Society
DuVall Sawko
Einstein Insurance
Eise Medical Spas
Fain Family Foundation

SQUADRON 250
$250 TO $499

All American Title
AlphaPros Services
Amelia Island National Golf & Country Club
American Island Group
American Industrial Plastics
Bayside Adjusters
Becker Law
Cherry Hill Aviation
Cooper Photography

Fitchett Foundation of Fort Lauderdale
Florida Retina Institute
Garcia Hamilton & Association
Guidance Academy
Harper Limbach
Hosseini Family Foundation
Interventional Pain Service
Jupiter Beach Resort & Spa
Kitson & Partners Clubs
Knights of Columbus
Lucky Brothers Management Company
Lutheran Community Foundation
Medwise
Melvin D. Stack
Modular Building Systems International
Molto Bella Boutique
Ovaltine Food Services
P & S Paving
Parks Dermatology Center
Plantation Bay Golf & Country Club
Prescott Airport Users Association
Prosser Hallock
R & R Industries
Raceway Foods Corporation
Raymond Kenzik, D.D.S.
Red Talon Charters
Root Company
Simon Golden Mountains Group
Simply Rugged
Snell Legal
Southwest Airlines
The Jackson Group
Universal Helicopters
Upchurch Watson White & Max
Volusia Gold & Diamond
Xcel Maintenance Services

I can say with full confidence that I would not be where I am today without the generosity of scholarship donors like yourself.
“I can say with full confidence that I would not be where I am today without the generosity of scholarship donors like yourself.”

SAVANNAH VAIRIN, STUDENT AT THE PRESCOTT CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LEASE FINANCE CORPORATION EMPOWERED SCHOLARS SCHOLARSHIP

Costa Del Mar Sunglasses
Country Inn and Suites
DCG Capital Group
DeLuca Family Charitable Foundation
Dillard's
DKR Aviation Services
Elite Therapeutics Body & Skin Care
ERAU Daytona Beach Brothers of the Wind
Fletcher's Cigar Bar & Social Flight Support Services
Halifax Youth Sailing
Harold Zeigler Heating & Cooling Hawkins, Hall & Ogle Architects
Hayworth Public Relations
Inspect It Right
Jimmy John's
JMS and Associates
Kalin Home Furnishings
Lotus Inn & Suites
Marina Grande
Medical Exercise Associates
MSK Concepts
New Smyrna Chevrolet
Olivi & Associates
Ormond Beach Dermatology
Palm Coast Women's Center
Phoenix East Aviation
Pitenis Culinary School
Plantation on Crystal River Residence Inn by Marriott
S.R. Perrott
Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty
Stewart Title Guaranty Company
Sugarman and Susskind
Sun Viking Lodge
The Bogdahn Group
The Parking Spot
The Shores Resort & Spa
USA Track & Field
USTA Florida
VR-Tech

SQUADRON 100
$100 TO $249

Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
Amaris Salon & Day Spa
Angelic Gardens Day Spa
Wellness
Artsy Abode
Automotive Credit Corporation
Avions Engineering of Fort Lauderdale
Blue Moon Yoga
BlueWaterPress
Booth's Bowery Restaurant & Lounge
Boxer M Construction
BrassCraft Manufacturing Company
Broadway Limited Imports
Bruce Rossmeyer's Daytona Harley-Davidson
Caffeine Bistro & Wine Bar
Coastal Mermaid
Community Foundation of the Lowcountry
Cunningham Oil Company
Daytona Beach Golf Club
Eagle Sport Aviation Club
Entech Controls Corporation
ERAU Campus Barbers
Fallon Airmotive
Fast Park & Relax
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Halifax OB/GYN
Halifax Plantation Golf Club
High Cotton USA
Houligan's Pub
Jacksonville Jaguars
JulBert
Kadrmas Chiropractic
Karhaus
Kennedy Space Center
Kenson Construction
KNA Construction
Larry Neidich Insurance Agency
M.N. Fulton, M.D.
Martin, Klayer & Associates
Mary's Flower Shoppe
Matco Manufacturing
Max and Mimi
Michael R. Clark Construction
National Bank of Arizona
Natural Bliss
Paramount Business Jets
Prescott Area Iris Society
Public Service Enterprise Group
Riveria Country Club
Ronin Sushi & Bar & Sake
Ruth's Chris
Skydive DeLand
Surfs SUP
Surfscape Contemporary Dance Company
Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan of Dearborn
Team Volusia
The Magnolia Company
The News-Journal Corporation
The Place for Pets
The Prudential Foundation
The Sacks Group Yachting Professionals
The Village Enterprises
TSI Alliance Group
Universal Engineering Sciences
We Are Yoga
Wet 'n Wild
Wine Bank
Wing Aero Products
WonderWorks
World Golf Hall of Fame
World of Beer
Yoga Bala

CADETS
UP TO $99

Achievia Direct
Adornments
Agape Integrated Rehab Services
Angell & Phelps
Artistry Day Spa & Salon
Bon-Gourmet
Brent Allan Salon
Butcher's Nursery
Campaign Sports
Carrabba's Italian Grill
Chick-fil-A of Volusia Mall
Chill's
Cohen Family Foundation
Cold Stone Creamery
Cracker Barrel
Danaken Designs
Daytona Cubs
Down the Hatch
Engravable Gifts
Exquisite Journeys
Flemingo Florist
Florida Bar Aviation Law Committee
Frame of Mind
Frappes North
Front Porch Pickings
Gator Beach & Sports
Granada Gourmet
Green Mountain Coffee Roaster
Houligan's
IAT Instruments & Training

Inlet Harbor
James Moore & Company
Keith's Flying Service
Kula Yoga
Louie's Pizza House
Lulu's Oceanside Grill
Mango Sun Cafe & Grille
Maria Bonita, Ormond Beach
Marjan Salon Services
Masterpiece Jewelers
Meadowbrook Services
Music Adventures
Orlando Baseball Academy
Ormond Memorial Art Museum
Ormond Wine Company
Outback Steakhouse of Florida
Prescott Area Association of Realtors
Proforma Quality Imaging
Reflect Therapy
Remedy Spa at Pelican Bay
Results Wellness Center
Ripleys' Believe It or Not!
Robert Abraham
Serendipity Facial Spa
Sheltair Aviation
Sierra Nevada Corporation
Splash Car Wash
Superwash Express
The Flower Man
The Flower Market
Theis Pastries
Three Ten Aircraft
Vince Carter's Restaurant
Whim Wham Art Studio
Zest! Catering & Events by Fay
Platinum Eagles
$10,000 or More

John Amore (’73)
James (’79) and Karli Hagedorn
C. Jeffrey (’80) and Katherine Knittel
Richard (’86) and Denise Nisbett
Steven (’90) and Elizabeth (’94) Nordlund
Zane (’91) and Allyson Rowe

Gold Eagles
$5,000 to $9,999

Joseph (’74) and Catherine Martin
Rebecca Posol-Cilli (’90)
Benjamin Rider (’02)
Ryan (’02) and Brooke (’04) Rothrock
William Spruance (’69)
Linda Titus (’79)

Silver Eagles
$2,500 to $4,999

Damon (’94) and Debra D’Agostino
Kevin Hawkins (’01, ’03)
Mori (HonDoc ’13) (’78, ’79, ’82)
and Forough (’85) Hosseini
Laura Koch (’85; ’89, WW)
William (’80) and Antonietta Rathmanner

Bronze Eagles
$1,000 to $2,499

Kelly Baker (’89) and William Pimble (’79)
Andrew (’97, ’00) and Melissa Broom’

Campus Legend
MC Miami Campus
DB Daytona Beach, Fla.
PC Prescott, Ariz.
WW Worldwide Campus

Daytona Beach

Platinum Eagles
$10,000 or More

Joseph Cleeton (’08)
Barry (’70) and Sharon Eller¹
Howard (’78) and Sharlene Fox¹
Michael (’91) and Tracy Friese
Daniel Gizzi (’08)
William Hampton (’98, ’00)¹
Christine (’82, ’89) and Garrett
(’87) Isom
Gregory (’93) and Elise Johnson
Jamal Larkins (’07)¹
Patrick (’86) and Mary McCarthy
Michael (’86) and Joyce (’81)
Pepin
Raymond Stratton (’78)
Michael (’83, ’85, ’88) and Laurie Williams

Gold Eagles
$5,000 to $9,999

Squadron 500
$500 to $999

Glenn Barchesi (’88; ’05, WW)
Howard (’80) and Susan Blower
Edward (’79) and Sandra Breslin
Patrick (’84) and Carol Casey
Brendan (’02) and Summer
Clugston
Laurel Cook (’06)
Jason (’00) and Kimberly Cruse
Cheryl (’96) and James Cunningham
Dennis (’73) and Beth Einstein
Richard Foote (’86)
David Franklin (’85)
Edward (’73) and Phyllann Fusco
Laurie Grech DeGarmino (’82) and
James DeGarmo
Bradley Green (’08)
Regan Hagestad (’02)
Steven (’78) and Denise Hampton
Justin Harvey (’02)
Timothy Hollenshade (’07, ’09)²
Charles (’86; ’11, WW) and
Melissa Horning
Geoffrey (’86) and Shanda Hunt
Alvin (’90) and Juleen Jackson
Candy Jaworski (’80)
William (’84, ’88) and Renee Kingsley
Kirk Knight (’74)
Christopher Legvold (’88)¹
Morris (’85) and Judy Little
Ed (’89) and Elizabeth Lohr
Paul Noble (’84)
Samir (’99) and Deessa Patel
Harold Pierson (’03) and Janese Latimer-Pierson
Kirk (’71) and Marcia Price
Shelley Rossell (’94)³
David (’91) and Christine Ryan
John (’79, ’80) and LeeAnn Sabel
Jose Santiago (’87)
Joni (’92, ’93) and Daniel (’94)
Schultz¹
William (’01) and Molly Shields
Tyler Shoemaker (’09)¹
Joseph Tinsley (’04)
Jeffrey (’83) and Elizabeth Williams
Robert (’01) and Eva Yaden

Squadron 250
$250 to $499

Robert Applewhite (’77)
L. Oksana Bardygula (’87) and
Miguel Díez-Munoz
Lance (’00, ’02) and Andi Bartels
John Beckett (‘84)
Thomas Carpenter (’04)
Matthew Crisci (’97) and Donna Bembnister
Kevin (’84) and Irma Croteau
Edward (’85) and Jamie Deeds
Richard (’90) and Pamela DeKany
Bryan Dietz (’10)
James (’95) and Tanya Fitte
Charles (’83) and Julie Foster
Kent (’71) and Barbara George
Reid (’76) and Hanna Golden
Timothy Goldman (’81)
Christopher (’85) and Karen Graham
Vitaly (’00) and Ekaterina Gruzha
Kim Habermann (’78)
Matthew Hartgen (’85)
Jason Klenklen (’01)
Lisa (’97, ’09) and Matthew (’99;
’07, WW) Kollar
Stan Kulavas (’04)
Kevin MacDonnell (’81; ’11, WW)
Ronan MacMichael (’00)
Kyle (’01) and Lisa Mas
Lee Masztak (’94)
John (’76) and Darlene Mazur
Robert (’90) and Elizabeth McCabe
Carl (’90) and Vonda Moon
James (’75; ’90, WW) and
Michele Moreland
Matthew (’99) and Megan Paddock
Bradley (’82) and Karen Penrod
John (’90, ’92) and Ann Phillips
John (’73) and Uta Rollins
Edardo Santos (’85)
Omar (’99) and Stacy Santos
David (’75) and Lois Schilistra
Roland (’72) and Patricia Sicotte
Roger Sonnenfeld (’86)
Lance Sorensen (’98)
Heidi Steinhauer (’94, ’03) and
Raul Rumbaut (’86, ’03)
James (’83) and Regina Sterioff
William (’83) and Robin Stricklin
Raymond Tanguay (’93)
Samuel Vierra (’04)
William (’74) and Bobbi Jo Walsh
Paul (’79) and June White
Clarkson (’70) and Becky Wormer
Maryellen Wynn (’90)

Squadron 100
$100 to $249

Howard (’96) and Adrienne Abrams
Anita Adams (’10)
Larry (’75) and Karen Adams
Stephen (’87) and Brunella Altemus
Juan Alustiza Torruella (’97)
Gary (”71) and Anne Anderson
Timothy (’83) and Lori Antolovic
Georgi Balotretich (’04, ’07)
Arthur (’82) and Linnett Benson
Michael (’01) and Kimberly Benson
Michael (’75) and Glenda Bergagnini
Allan (’81) and L. Arlene Blair
P. Andrew (’88) and Katherine Blatt
David (’77) and Randi Blauth
Richard (’85) and Lisa Bodenski
John Bond (’02)
John (’77) and Deborah Bookas
Douglas (’90) and Bonnie Bork
Christopher (’90) and Keely Bova
Alfred (’77) and Carolann Brewer
Torrey Brissette (’07)

Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.
At Embry-Riddle, dreams do matter—just ask our great students—but dreams do not just happen; they require the combined effort of the Embry-Riddle family, including our many scholarship supporters. On behalf of our students, thank you for your support.

Richard H. Heist, Chief Academic Officer, Daytona Beach Campus
Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.
The Prescott Campus is experiencing growth in quantity and quality of students and excellence in academic and athletic pursuits. We are very grateful for your support. As we add new laboratory, classroom and residence facilities, your contributions will be even more critical.

FRANK AYERS, CHANCELLOR, PRESCOTT CAMPUS

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999
Mark La Fole (’84)

BRONZE EAGLES
$1,000 TO $2,499
Erin Gormley (’97; ’05, WW)
David (’83) and Kristi (’83) Hess
Michael Kenny (’10)
Susan Latvala (’91) and Jeffrey Parker
Craig (’00) and Sherri Steiner
William Thompson (’87) and Sally Blomstrom

SQUADRON 500
$500 TO $999
Andrew (’94) and Rosalie Beliel
Jenna Berg (’06)
Jeffery Bloom (’88)
Jesse Clark (’92)
Jody (’03) and Brian Davis
Larry (’87) and Debra Gregg
Cheryl (’92) and James Hodge
Kenneth May (’03)
Katie Pribyl (’00)
Mark Pyor (’82; ’89, WW)
Thomas (’91) and Paula Spiller
Wilhelm Wieland (’89)
Samuel (’90) and Lisa Willis
Mark Won (’86)

SQUADRON 250
$250 TO $499
Frank Beber (’96)
Debby Bell (’88)
Christopher (’88) and Cheryl Bischof
Joseph Brannon (’91)
William (’91) and Michelle Calvo
Marc Collins (’12)
William (’90) and Pam Foley
Scott (’82) and Sharon Hubbard
Michael (’82) and Jocelyn (’83) Muscarello

R. Michael (’65) and Kathleen Lefere
Paul Lewis (’91)
Bill (’84) and Cynthia Libby
Cynthia Lindsay (’79)
Alexander Lluch (’12)
Ivan Lopez (’98)
Michael (’00) and Jennifer Lorino
Carson (’99) and Amy Lyons
David (’83) and Kathleen MacMillan
Pamela Maher (’83) and Gregory Beu
Harry (’77) and Kim Maier
Manji Marven (’05)
Jon (’72) and Ricky Martin
David (’69) and Kathleen McClaine
Michael McConnell (’03)
Jeffrey (’05; ’11, WW) and Hollee McNamee
Irene (’90) and Philip McReynolds
Jill (’02) and John Meridith
Brian (’82) and Ana Meyer
Ethan Mills Grassin (’06)
Kavan Modi (’01)
Vincent (’87) and Amy Monteparte
Stephanie Moore (’08, ’13)
Ronald (’72) and Katherine Murphy
Keith Naquin (’04)
Marc (’70) and Terri Nathanson
Mahmood Navidi (’78)
George (’86, ’04) and Jan (’07)
Neal
Robert (’68) and Marilyn Neubert
Raymond (’87) and Mahadyan Nolin
William Norris (’75)
Christopher (’05) and Justine Noah
Michael (’78) and Carol O’Brien
Edmund (’04, ’10) and Eunice (’05, ’10)
Dorothy-Williams
Craig (’84) and Kathleen Ogan
Larry (’76) and Deborah Otter
Robert (’97) and Sherry Padgett
Lawrence Palma (’88)
Vincent (’90, ’91) and Jennifer Papke
Nader Parsia (’77)
Brian Passarelli (’11)
Thomas (’77) and Marina Pawlesh
Jacob (’10) and Vicki Payeur

Council of 100

Thomas McDonald (’75; ’12, WW)
Andrew Ping (’08)
Stephanie Perkins Adkison (’95) and Kevin Adkison
Lindsey Perkins (’02)
Charles (’76) and Patrice Peterson
Glenn (’85) and Brendanne Phillips
Richard Phinney (’87)
Jonathan Pitts (’05)
Amanda Pollock (’10)
Curtis (’72) and Mutsko Poree
Arnold (’90) and Dawn Quast
Kenneth (’02; ’11, WW) and Andrea Randall
William (’88) and Nancy Ranft
Timothy Raviich (’08)
Alan (’89) and Lynn Rechel
William (’72) and Eugenia Rehrmann
John Retherford (’93)
Thomas (’89) and Shelly Richards
David (’90) and Michele Ricketson
Wilson (’82) and Diane Riggan
John Robbins (’08)
Geoffrey (’83) and Marla Roberts
Renee Robinson (’83)
R. A. Rodriguez (’11)
Sylvia Rodriguez (’03)
Dean (’87) and Melissa Rosenquist
Peter (’89) and Donna Roussveille
Matthew (’90) and Justine (’90) Ruff
James (’88) and Mary Ellen Ryan
David Saffarik (’11)
Michael Sarnacki (’87)
Samuel (’85) and Terry Satterwhite
Guy (’82) and Lisa Savino
Raymond (’82; ’89, WW) and Eileen Schilling
Norman (’86) and Lynda Schneider
Keith (’99) and April Schonrock
Nicolle (’97) and Eugene Schwabbeck
Rennison Sherrett (’89)
Kaleigh Sides (’10, ’11)
Scott (’84, ’94) and Joyce Simpson
Costas Sivyllis (’12)
Alison Smalling (’96, ’98)

Aaron Smelsey (’11)
Stephen (’95; ’13, WW) and Alicia Smyth
John Solidor (’84)
Patrick Spanfeller (’11)
William (’72) and Ellen Spencer
Benjamin (’02) and Emily Stanford
Jack (’84) and Cynthia Stein
Walter (’00) and Michelle (’00) Storm
Helena Strom (’12)
David Sullivan (’05)
James (’80; ’88) and Vicky Swaerksz
Jay (’81) and Liz Switch
Eugene (’78) and Elizabeth Taylor
Alicia Thomas (’11)
Jason Thomas (’99, ’02) and Maryann Valerio Thomas
Dianne (’81) and Raymond Thompson
Sidney Thompson (’71)
Richard Thurz (’67)
Waldemar Tiedemann (’77)
John (’83) and Lori Tocher
Joseph (’70; ’11, WW) and Samantha Valla
Brian (’72) and Wendy Trhlin
Scott Verville (’89)
Jodi Vezzetti (’00)
Esteban Villa (’06, ’08)
Kenneth Vineburg (’87)
Charles Voeghtly (’81, ’82)
Edward (’72) and Mary Vogel
Robert (’82) and Barbara Walls
Joe (’71) and Judyth Weatherman
Robert (’90) and Kimberly Weber
Gregory Weglewski (’12)
Robert (’73) and Shirley Weikel
Gwendolyn Williams (’03, ’09)
Karen (’00, ’04, ’09) and Joe (’11) Williams
Brian (’00) and Leona Wilson
Eboni Wimbush (’94)
Kelsey Wolff (’12)
Eric Yoskowitz (’88, ’90)
John (’99) and Lori Yuzzolin
Richard (’81, ’82) and Alison Zaintz
Charles (’82) and Susan Zeller
Michael Zink (’99)

Frank Beber (’96)
Debby Bell (’88)
Christopher (’88) and Cheryl Bischof
Joseph Brannon (’91)
William (’91) and Michelle Calvo
Marc Collins (’12)
William (’90) and Pam Foley
Scott (’82) and Sharon Hubbard
Michael (’82) and Jocelyn (’83) Muscarello
Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.

**Worldwide**

**Platinum Eagles**

$10,000 or More

Nancy Graham (’42, MC)  
Leo (’99) and Denise Murphy  
David (’82) and Rebecca Wallenborn

**Silver Eagles**

$2,500 to $4,999

Frank (’87) and Deborah Ayers  
Daniel (’04) and Margaret Johnson

**Bronze Eagles**

$1,000 to $2,499

Terry (’87) and Terri Cox  
Gary DeKay (’80) and Karla Key1  
William (’82, ’84, ’87) and Nuala Glennon  
Michael (’01) and Cindy MacConnie1  
Katherine Moran (’96, ’97)  
Herbert Schaefer (’38)1  
Roland Shaw (’95)  
Jerry Sproull (’97, ’99) and Vikki Lynch1  
Jaw Wook (’12)

**Squadron 500**

$500 to $999

Charles (’01) and Karen Barton  
David Brown (’89)1  
Scott (’99) and Catherine Burgess  
Matthew Callander (’01, ’09)  
Joseph (’85) and Elaine Donofrio S. Ray (’59, MC)* and Helen Ellington  
Scott (’81) and Deborah Ford  
Frederick Hammerschlag (’89)  
John Kelly (’01, ’04)  
Richard (’96) and Charlotte King  
Joseph Lorentzen (’91)  
Gary (’86, ’87) and Carol McNeill James (’75) and Jane Morrical  
Stuart (’94) and Susan Morton James (’87) and Donna Parry  
Don (’95, ’97) and Kathryn Roberts  
Ronald (’86) and Helen Sibley  
Linda (’83, ’93, ’04) and Steve Weiland1  
Robley (’01) and Sue Withrow1

**Squadron 250**

$250 to $499

Calvin (’60, MC) and Susan Arter  
Janet Cosman-Ross (’98) and  
Patrick Ross (’97, ’98)  
Deborah (’09) and Howard Creech

**Cadets**

Up to $99

Kerry Austin (’10)  
David (’94) and Mary Barbosa  
Nicholas (’85) and Cynthia (’85)  
Batson  
Roy (’92) and Susan Blanco  
Douglas (’90) and Joy Bloom  
Glenn Bride (’06)  
Michelle (’02) and Lance Brown  
Brian Bruce (’07)  
Clifford Callendar (’83)  
Matthew Carter (’02)  
Kristina (’98) and Michael (’98, DB) Clark  
Christine (’84) and John Congedo  
Dylan Cragg (’10)  
William Dale (’04)  
Michael (’80) and Denise De Santis  
Ashley (’07) and Bryan Dirren  
Christopher Dool (’05)  
Guy (’82) and Jennifer Dool  
Steven (’96) and Audrey Doran  
Lisa (’92) and Jason (’92)  
Douglas  
Andrea Dowling (’07)  
Joseph Dreyluss (’86)  
Kiley Frazier (’11)  
Jayson Gehri (’02)  
James (’84) and Shirley Gessner  
Denna Golfner (’91)  
Janet (’89) and Patrick Gronid  
Thomas Grose (’03)  
Sara Heffelfinger (’01)  
Chris Houn (’93)  
Andrew (’87) and Stacey Ix  
John (’10) and Kelly Hanson  
Justin Johnson (’06)  
Paul Johnson (’08)  
Jennifer Jones (’00, ’11, WW)  
Asa Judd (’06)  
Sean Julian (’98)  
Kathleen Karbowski-Edwards (’82) and Patrick Edwards  
Shannon Katt (’92)  
Clinton (’02) and Nicole Kennedy  
Susan (’91) and Jerry Kissell  
Andrew (’03) and Kerianne Kramar  
Paul (’90) and Melinda Kramer  
Scott (’88) and Ann Lindschoot  
William (’91) and Karina Linville  
Hector Luque Montoya (’10) and  
Courtney Luque Jacobson  
Dustin (’99) and Melissa May  
Daniel Maynard (’02)  
Frank McFall (’89)  
Artemisa McLeod (’90; ’13, WW)  
Andrew (’83) and Meghan Milewski  
Calvin Miller (’08)  
Hajime Nakayama (’00)  
Moses Ndelekutwe (’10)  
Pamela (’91) and Chad Nimrick  
Clinton Ostler (’10)  
Kristopher (’99) and Theresa Prince  
Heather (’96, ’08, WW) and  
Richard Reuter  
Mark (04) and Kaye Rittman  
David (’89) and Kendall Roy  
Anthony Sanford (’03)  
Emmanuel Santiago (’92)  
Brittany Shilosky (’08)  
Richard Shupe (’08)  
Raylynne Silva (’08)  
William (’92) and Julie Simmons  
Megan Simoneaux (’08)  
Robert Snyder (’09)  
Joshua Stephan (’05)  
Jeffery Stine (’11)  
Kenneth Stuart (’12)  
Edward Sullivan (’04)  
Brian (’94) and Laurel Visser  
Thomas (’00) and Melissa Wachowski  
Micaiah Watkins (’06)  
Mark (’86) and Jodi Weems  
Dore Wheelley (’94)  
Garrett Young (’04)  
Stephen (’81) and Mary Lou Zmijeski

**Squadron 100**

$100 to $249

Robert Adams (’01)  
Kapauali Anpong (’08)  
James (’89) and Laurie Anderson  
Matthew Bender (’11)  
Jeffrey (’92) and Tina Blackman  
Russell Chapman (’91) and  
Michelle Foundation Chapman  
James (’90) and Marion Chubon  
David (’87) and Maureen Crookes  
John DeLeywer (’95)  
Mark Dickey (’90)  
Daniel Fennessey (’96)  
Ronald Fielding (’86)  
Curtis (’84) and Nancy Frost  
David (’81) and Karen Hassig  
John Hogueuisson (’88)  
Tom (’85) and Elizabeth Huietama  
Paul Huter (’06)  
Yumiko (’87) and Yoshinori (’87) Imagawa  
Brian (’89) and Margaret Konkel  
Lane Kranz (’91)  
Christian Lakars (’06; ’11, WW)  
James (’81) and Christina Mangie  
Robert (’82, ’83) and Joan Mattes  
Robert Palmer (’96)  
Devesh Pokharyal (’97) and  
Prachi Kothiyal  
Bryan Richardson (’89)  
James Rightmire (’08)  
Todd (’89) and Megan Robinson  
Brett Ross (’05)  
Scott (’81) and Cynthia Russell  
Joseph (’87) and Deanne Spada  
Ty Stehen (’97)  
Eric (’92) and Kara Stokes  
Camille Stutzman (’01)  
Andrew Suarez (’93)  
Thomas (’84) and Karin Trask  
Christine (’94) and Mark Turgeon  
David Vanstrom (’84)  
Scott (’80) and Melisa Vogttritter  
John (’88) and Valerie Yamashita

**Quadron 500**

$2,500 to $4,999

Terry (’87) and Terri Cox  
Gary DeKay (’80) and Karla Key1  
William (’82, ’84, ’87) and Nuala Glennon  
Michael (’01) and Cindy MacConnie1  
Katherine Moran (’96, ’97)  
Herbert Schaefer (’38)1  
Roland Shaw (’95)  
Jerry Sproull (’97, ’99) and Vikki Lynch1  
Jaw Wook (’12)
“Many of our Worldwide students find themselves juggling the demands of work, family and school. Finances can be a challenge as well. We’re fortunate to have alumni and friends whose support lessens the burden our students face while advancing their education.”

JOHN WATRET, CHANCELLOR, WORLDWIDE CAMPUS

Stephen (’94) and Suzanne Dedmon
Robert (’04) and Teresa Doheny
Camilo Donnier (’84)
Daniel (’83) and Elpa Droogleever
Daniel (’88) and Kay Eramo Douglas (’84) and Margaret Grewing
John (’74) and Glenda Grones
Larry (’05) and Pamela Jenkins Patricia Kabus (’09)
James Kline (’77)
Michael (’84) and Rosemarie Klustner
Robert (’75, MC) and Roxie Lewis
Kenric (’92) and Shannon Malmberg
Ira (’05, ’06) and Pinky Mason Bobby (’05) and Evelyn McMasters
Terry (’94) and Nancy Mularkey John (’94, ’03) and Laura Nagle
Kevin (’07) and Kimberly Nykanen
Joseph (’00) and Lisa Radosky1
Albert Scheibly (’84)
James (’04) and Marian Schultz
Ernest Sinnes (’43, MC) Peter (’69) and Linda Vosbury
Robert Walton (’08)
Carl (’91, ’95, ’96) and Pong West
James (’89) and Rosaleen Williams
Kenneth (’02) and Sarita Witcher Wayne (’61, ’62, MC) and Mary Young
Stephen (’91) and Jo Anne Zemanek

SQUADRON 100

$100 TO $249

Calvin (’00) and Sarah Allen
Jessie Alvarez (’82)
Kent (’97, ’99, ’01) and Teresa Anderson
John Bailey (’85) and Peggy Wysoski
Steven (’99) and Jennifer Baker Stanley (’96) and Marie Bass
William (’50, MC) and Joelin Bayer
Roland (’95) and Gina Beckles
Thomas (’85) and Sharon Bedisky
Mark (’04) and Connie Bellnap
Richard (’86) and Gina Bennet
Daniel Bittner (’84)
David Bonner (’93)
Lloyd Booth (’85)
Christopher Brady (’91, ’97)
Scott (’00, ’05) and Elizabeth Burton
Norma Butler (’32)
Richard (’87) and Debra Cargo
Thomas (’00, ’01) and Kristine Caristi
Glenn (’94) and Rae Carlson
Nicolle Castellanos (’07)
Brian Chadwell (’10)
Lance Clausen (’12)
Joseph (’98) and Dana Clements
Patricia (’00) and Richard Cody
John (’95) and Jennifer Coffey
Gerald (’59, MC) and Virginia Cox
Donald Crews (’08)
Elisa (’94) and Robert (’96)
D’Antonio
William (’88) and Joan Danzeisen
Zuheir (’04) and Farah Darugar
Brian Davis (’99, ’02)
James Decker (’11)
Philip (’99, ’01) and Tori Decker
Thomas (’02, ’05) and Anne Decker
Robert Devoe (’98)
Edward (’82) and Nancy Douglas
Phillip (’03) and Anna Dufyy
Craig Dyer (’91)
Willmont (’96, ’98, ’05) and Nancy Egan
Trudi Enge (’09)
Rebecca (’04) and Jeremy Feinsteimer
Richard (’00, ’02) and Donna Fescoe
Robert Fieg (’93)
Brian (’08) and Anne Fjeld
William (’12) and Andrea Girad
Mark (’81) and Carla Grablin
Gary (’83) and Mary Grimes
Walter (’83) and Janet Guthrie
Daniel Hammes (’11)
Scott (’94) and Rhonda Hanson
Thomas (’94) and Sharon Hastings
Jerry (’91) and Donna Heck
Thomas Henkel (’04)
Russell (’89) and Donella Hodgkins
Arthur (’84) and Elois Holcomb
Charles (’83, ’85) and Marian Holmes
Steven Iacobucci (’93)
Roy (’93) and Jeanne Ingram
Audrey Inberni (’12)
Clarence Jacobs (’07, ’08)
Lynette Jamison (’01)
Daphne Jefferson (’94)
Jerome (’89) and Cynthia Johnson
John (’85 and Mary Johnson
John Jones (’08)
Ben (’56, MC) and Dahlia Jung
Michael Karageanis (’96)
George (’01) and Deborah Kayser
Terence (’01) and Amy Kelley
William (’60, MC) and Rose Kerr
Donald (’51, MC) and Mary Kopp
Carol Lamattina (’86, ’99)
Suzanne (’92) and Richard (’84,
DB) Lang
Thomas (’01) and Margaret Larvia
Wade (’01) and Debbi Lester
Lenard Lindsey (’03)
Lascelles Longmore (’91)
Joan Louis-Herelle (’96) and
Vincent Herelle
James (’91) and Madelyn Lynch
Frederico Mandelli (’10) and
Patricia Hodara
Kathy (’09, ’12) and Scott (’09,
’12) Markwith
Ricardo Martinez (’98, ’99, ’03)
Kenneth Matthews (’00)
Hoyt (’43, MC) and Sharon Maulden
Vernon (’02) and Roxanne May
Wendell (’97) and Darla May
Kevin (’97 and Nina McPherson
Michael (’99) and Patricia Merek
Randell (’89) and Barbara Meyer
Ralph Miller (’04)
Rohan (’99) and Shirley Miller
Harry (’94) and Cindy Moore
Convin (’95) and Barbara Morton
Gary (’63, MC) and Angie Morton
Randall (’10) and Carmen Myers
Nicole Nguyen Bier (’10) and Joel Bier
Freddie (’84, ’98) and Marilyn
(’98) Nicholas
Ronald (’97) and Nancy Nolder
Christopher (’01, ’02) and Karen Norfolk
James (’83, ’86) and Veronica O’Brien
Raymond (’83, ’89) and Deanne Otto
Michael (’96) and Tina Paone
Paul Parks (’04)
Bryan (’90, ’02) and Norma Person
William Peterson (’02)
Daniel (’94 and Debra Peterson
F. Dixon Prew (’59, MC)
Brian Proctor (’05)
Michael Raykowski (’04, ’12)
Jeffrey (’92) and Teresa Redder
Robert Reiter (’95) and Maria Lamagna Reiter
Bradley (’79) and Elaine Rhodes
Conrad Rodgers (’00)
Robert Rufing (’02, ’03)
Michael Rymond (’99)
Ronald (’64, MC) and Ronnye Sands
Willard (’98, ’99) and Susan Sawyer
John Scheiner (’95)
Bary (HonDoc ’89) (’94) and
Dorie Schiff
Scott Seely (’02)
Carolynne Seeman (’88)
Hubert (’89) and Helen Seymour
Conrad (’62, MC) and Marcia Shad
Robin (’05) and Sandra Shaffer
Tarig (’03, ’04, ’08) and Tayra Siddiqui
Allen Sikes (’58, MC)
Kelvin Szemore (’96)
Andrzej (’00) and Claire Sieboda
Tyrone (’04) and Andrea Small
Paul Smith (’85)
Scott Sommer (’09)
Eddie (’98, ’00) and Rosemary Spivey
Tommy Starnes (’12)
Michael Stewart (’99)
Helen Stickney (’03)
Alan (’95) and Julia Stolzer
Melvin (’97) and Virginia Summe
William (’53, MC) and Yula Swafford
Kimberly Szatmaly (’96)
Maxwell (’07) and Dong Ju Taylor
William (’82, ’89, ’05) and
Diana Teeple
Bruce Thompson (’11)
Kent (’98) and Joann Tipping
Victor Torres (’08, ’09)

1 Council of 100 1 Deceased
Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.
"I would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to all of the individuals who have made this possible. I look forward to graduation and my personal goal of becoming a professional aviator."

NICK BOLLHORST, STUDENT OF THE WORLDWIDE CAMPUS, RECIPIENT OF THE WILLIAM DEFREES SCHOLARSHIP

John (00, ’08) and Lykia Lorenz
David Louis (’08, ’10)
Jeffery Loy (’10)
Dennis (’93) and Jennifer Mack
Eddie Mais (’03, ’04)
Richard (’04) and Jessica Manley
Sylvia Manor (’85)
Richard (’00) and Bella Mansfield
Scott (’88) and Debbie Marrone
David Martin (’94) and Kim Sheppard
John (’03) and Danielle Martinelli
Jacquelyn Mason (’05, ’11)
Malcolm Massung (’78)
Daniel Mattingley (’09)
Theresa (’05) and Edward Maue
William Maye (’01, ’03, ’13)
Sandra (’88) and Gary McClellan
Dariel (’88) and Jayme McCourt
Enynnaya McJobujah (’09, ’12)
Charles Manus (’09)
Todd Mead (’94)
Thomas (’86) and Jacklynn Meadows
James (’95) and Lisa Meassick
Jose (’06) and Cathy Melendez
Julio (’03, ’09) and Dawn Menendez
William Mercer (’00)
William (’04) and Wendy Mesloh
Garret (’06) and Stephanie Messner
James (’05) and Sunny Mihalick
Winfred (’91, ’92) and Celila Mihill
Walter (’90) and Corrine Miller
Larry (’01) and Flora Montgomery
William (’00) and Jill Pacini
Michael (’02, ’03) and Sandra Alkunade
Oguntade
O’Donnell
Mueller
Paul Muhamedani (’08)
Douglas (’04) and Sharron Nagy
Steve (’74) and Sharon Nagy
Rashi Narayan (’10)
Jukka (’96) and Elina Norri
John (’88) and Mary Ann O’Donnell
Azezz (’06, ’11) and Mariam Oguentade
Michael (’02, ’03) and Sandra Ohannesian
Patricia (’98, ’99) and Robert (’98)
Olson
Philip (’00) and Jill Pacini
Scott Pappas (’06, ’12)
Robert (’06, MC) and Linda Parmele
Scott Pearson (’06, ’07)
Bradley (’87) and Mary Jayne Pederson
Frank Percocchi (’84)
Ronald (’03) and Natalie Peterson
Robert (’04) and Carol Petrillo
William (’96) and Lynda Pflau
Joseph (’97) and Lisa Phillips
James (’81) and Suki Fierce
Lindsay Pietsch (’10)
Enrique Placido (’10)
Robert (’98) and Gail Poe
Terrance (’85) and Katherine Pomeroy
Evan Poole (’08)
Derik Poppino (’07)
Richard (’92) and Lorette Pother
Mark Pyor (’04, ’09)
Theodore (’88, ’00) and Avril Purvis
Rami (’64, MC) and Antonia Rabin
Miguel Ramirez (’05, ’09)
Jesus (’06) and Maria Ramos
Nickolus (’84) and Sylvia Rasch
William (’00) and Jacklyn Reabe
Kenneth (’89) and Theresa Rees
Grace Reese (’01, ’06)
Glenn Reeves (’05)
Timothy (’98) and Kathleen Reichert
Michael (’90, ’92) and Catherine Rembert
Mark Reynolds (’09, ’10)
Heather Rice (’02)
Kenneth (’11) and Germain Rich
Lou Ann Rickle (’02)
Dennis (’98) and Carol Riddle
Dominick Riggs (’08)
Raymond Rivera (’12)
Ricardo (’92, ’99) and Wanda Rivera
Donna Roberts (’10)
John Roberts (’06)
Abraham Robinson (’95)
Gregory Robinson (’90)
Deborah Rodriguez (’09) and Luis Rodriguez-Asad (’99, ’00)
Jose Rodriguez (’04, ’05)
and Maria Irizary-Rodriguez
Kenneth Rodriguez (’95)
James (’93) and Wendy Russell
Lawrence (’61, MC) and Susan Russell
Erwin (’86, ’88) and Elma Samida
James (’06, ’08) and Karen Sanders
Joey (’09) and Claudia Sanders
Rogelio Saucedo (’06)
Thomas (’08) and Kaye Schaffer
Gwen (’94, ’98, ’01) and Michael Schallow
Jennifer (’99) and Robert Schneider
Norman (’98) and Kimberly Schweizer
Maurice Scroggins (’99, ’00)
Robert (’56, MC) and Barbara Sellers
Michael (’02, ’06) and Henrietta Semik
Robert (’91) and Cynthia Sewall
Jeffrey Shaffner (’08)
Christina (’04) and Christopher Sharp
Henry (’44, MC) and Gail Shook
Richard (’87) and Mary Siebert
David (’03, ’10) and Donna-Marie Sievers
Christine (’12, ’13) and Aaron Siffringer
Jerry Simpson (’95)
Michael (’07, ’08) and Diane Siniard
Bruce Slack (’99, ’02, ’03)
Kevin (’81) and Roberta Slivinski
Matt (’09) and Stacey Smith
Alexis Smollock (’89)
Alvin (’78) and Mary Jon Sneckenberger
Janice (’98) and Cyrus Snyder
Robin Sobotta (’84) and Thomas Roush (’06, ’08)
Richard (’98) and Noelle Sosa
Daniel (’07) and Heidi Soto
Aaron (’07, ’08) and Beth Spotts
Charles Spratt (’09)
Klaus Staefe (’00) and Teresa Butler Staefe
Donald Stephan (’98, ’02) and
Lisa Timberlake-Stephan
Charles Stewart (’10, ’11)
Angela Primavere (’11)
William (’93) and Mary Stassler
Stacy (’88) and Brigitte Strickland
Matthew (’04) and Stacy Sturlin
Richard (’91) and Linda Suggs
James (’93, ’03) and Els Sutton
Lewis (’80) and Donna Swain
Craig (’91, ’92, ’97) and Erinda Swan
Lowell (’95) and Tonya Syers
Deborah (’06) and Dutch Systermann
Hernan Tabaracci (’11)
Debra (’10) and Jonathan (’10)
Bourdeau
Allan (’03) and Maria Teets
Robert (’06) and Prakob Terhardt
Christopher Thomas (’86)
Jack (’06) and Mary Thompson
Jasson (’12) and Kelly Tomasulo
Andrew Tong (’97)
Faith Torres (’12)
George (’89) and Deanna Tucker
Jennifer Turbett (’07)
Robert Turner (’08)
Thomas Van Petten (’81)
Hugh (’94, ’07) and Lara C. Verhoeft
Donald Vickstrom (’16, ’08)
Kelly (’09) and Anthony Vilardo
Carlos Villa (’09, ’10)
Robert (’92) and Martha Ware
Donald (’06) and Myra Warner
Robin Colwell (’10)
Marcus (’01) and Tara Wayland
Corey (’05, ’09) and Richelle Weiland
Geoffrey (’97) and Karen Weiss
James Wetzel (’08)
Annie (’05, ’07) and Charles (’80, ’84) Wheeler
Brian Whelan (’06)
Robert (’42, MC) and Mary Whitney
Roger (’84) and Cheryl Widholm
Thornhill Williams (’11)
Jeffrey (’96, ’99) and Tracy Wood
Ronald (’88) and Palmer Wood
Harry (’00) and Jackie Woody
Joe Woody (’10)
Rudy (’92, MC) and E. Jean Yontz
Irvin (’01) and Lisa Yoshino
John (’91) and Sandra Young
Xin (’00, ’02) and Ju Zheng

1 Council of 100  2 Deceased
PLATINUM EAGLES
$10,000 OR MORE

John Amore (‘73, DB)
J. Powell and Nancy Brown
Locke and Ann Burt
De Rhoads Dolan
Charles and Elizabeth Duva
James Fiala
Rudy and Lucille Frasca
Jim and Carole Henderson
Constance Hunter
Howard Koch and Ann Marie Young-Koch
Franklin Mayne
Leo (‘99, WW) and Denise Murphy
Leon Neo
James Ray
David and Andrea Robertson
S. Harry (HonDoc ‘72) and Linda Robertson
Zane (‘91, DB) and Allyson Rowe
Christine and Louis (H ‘07, DB) Seno
Richard and Phoebe Snyder
Maurice* and Dorothy Taylor
John and Lynne Thelan
Steven (HonDoc ‘98) and Christine Udvar-Hazy
Charles Vouaux
Helen Wessel

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999

Patricia and Edward Amtzen
Frank (‘87, WW) and Deborah Ayers
J. Hyatt and Cynthia Brown
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
Bernadine Douglas
Brian and Maureen DuJardin
Philip (HonDoc ‘04) and Joyce* Elliott
John and Kelly Ferguson
Darrell and Diane Fletcher
Tracy Forrest
Bradley and Leigh Anne Giles
Thomas Hilburn
Karen and James Holbrook
Mori (HonDoc ‘13) (‘78, ‘79, ‘82) and Forough (‘85) Hosseini
Daniel (‘04, WW) and Margaret Johnson
Emma Kay
Maj and Freshteh Mirmirani
Douglas Murphy
Michael and Linda Piscatella
Thomas and Doris Sieland
Guy and Maryjo Smith
Eric and Marcia Weakes
M. Decker and Cheryl Youngman

GOLD EAGLES
$5,000 TO $9,999

Jay (HonDoc ‘08) and Leila Adams
Teresa Delafosse
Karen and James Hayman
John and Maurie Johnson
Mark LaPole (‘84, PC)
Joseph (‘74, DB) and Catherine Martin
Emily and Thomas Nissley

CAMPUS LEGEND
MC - Miami Campus
DB - Daytona Beach, Fla.
PC - Prescott, Ariz.
WW - Worldwide Campus

Eleanor Notarpole*
David Rider
Gordon and Celia Ritter
David and Antoinette Slick
Gina Tsiropoulos
Susan Walsh and Alan Cohen

Anthony Brown and Michelle Pack-Brown
Vincent Cellini
Lawrence and Barbara Clarkson
Charles and Barbara Coleman
Fred Cone
James and Beverly Cone
D. W. Donaghu
Steven and Janeth Dow
Leonard Durrance
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams
Tonia Fortner
Lesa France Kennedy
Truman Gailey
Kevin and Janine Gallagher
Harold Goodemote
William and Anne Grams
Teresa and David Hall
William Hampton (‘98, ‘00, DB)1
Renee Helton
Deborah Henderson
Robert Hsieh
Leonard and Linda Hubbard
Raymond and Lynn Johnson
Cheryl Keemar
Jesse King and Tanya Wise King
Harry and Ada Lamon
James and Marion Lee
Sandra and Robert Lloyd
John and Anne Maloney
Stephanie and William Mayfield
Diane McLellan
Linda and William McMunn
Michael and Kathryn Milthorpe
Katherine Moran (‘96, ‘97, WW)
Ryan and Rachel Mosher
Janet Muff
William and Trish Muldoon
Douglas and Shaula Murray
Parker Mynchenberg
Ray and Patty Newton
John and Ann Olsen
Harold Owens
Herbert and Barbara Palmer
Barbara and David Perryman
Donald and Jean Popp
Deborah Lee Prescott
Giorgio and Portia Roy
Steven and Vicky Ridder
Gerald and Elizabeth Rorer
William Schoknecht
Ted and Cynthia Serbousek

Charles Sevastos
Deanna Sikes
Steven (HonDoc ‘06) and Nancy Sliwa
Thomas* and Barbara Staed
Barry Stegall
Larry and Brenda Stephan
Sonja Taylor
William (‘87, PC) Thompson and Sally Blomstrom
Marilyn Wagner (HonDoc ‘07)
Ralph Weiger
Michael (‘83, ‘85, ‘88, DB) and Laurie Williams
Timothy Wilson
Shirley and Jeffrey Young

SQUADRON 500
$500 TO $999

Darlyce Albice
Dale and Roxanne Anderson
Barbara (HonDoc ‘97) and Craig Barrett
Michael and Rebecca Becker
Alan and Davida Bender
Luz Benitez and Juan Vazquez
Paul and Maria Bigelow
Margot and Mark Bisnow
Rex and Barbara Blake
Samantha and Matthew Bohon
Frank and Tammy Brookbank
R. Scott Bunn
Scott (‘99, WW) and Catherine Burgess
Frank Callander
Matthew Callander (‘01, ‘09, WW)
Paul Campuzano
Anne Marie Casey
Arlo Chan
Diane Clarke
Sydney Cohen
Milton and Charlene Cone
Bruce and Carol Conway
Kathleen Crotty and Laurence Bartlett
Kristen Crotty
Rodney and Anita Cruise
James and Cheryl (‘96, DB)
Cunningham
Lisa and Matthew Davids
Jeffrey and Gail Davis
Vera Dillon

10/18/13  5:25 PM
“I work very hard managing multiple part-time jobs to be able to support myself through my college career. The financial assistance you provided was a tremendous help to me. Every contribution is valued, special and gratefully accepted.”

KELLY C. MEINHOLD, STUDENT AT THE DAYTONA BEACH CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE JAMES HOLAHAN AVIATION COMMUNICATION ENDOVED SCHOLARSHIP

Barbara and Earl Dryden
Beth and Dennis (’73, DB) Einstein
Nancy Fain
Ray and Judy Ferguson
David Fletcher
James and Sharon France
Mark and Kathy Friend
Sherry and Zane Galloway
Tom Gladding
Larry (’87, PC) and Debra Gregg
Helen Greiner
Luke Haber
Kim and Mike Haddow
Vernon and Margie Hain
Steven (’78, DB) and Denise Hampton
Melanie and George Hanns
Richard and Mary Heist
Michael and Lori Helton
Michael Hickey
Charles (’86, DB; ’11, WW) and Melissa Homing
Conrad and Carol Jacobson
Mike Kelley
Raymond and Mary Lou Kenzik
Jerry and Kilian Kidrick
Jarrett Kwiatek
Robert Leahy
John Ledgenerwood and Eileen Jackson
Carl and Cheryl Lentz
Hong and Shirley Liu
Andrei and Maria Ludu
Nickolas and Sue Macchiarella
Ronald and Tracy Madler
Reda and Amy Mankbadi
Barbara and Carl Martens
Kenneth May (’03, PC)
Patrick and Kay McConagha
Daniel and Hae McCune
Paula and Brad Miller
Jill Muckenthaler
William Multhauf
Barbara and Marty Munderloh
John and Kathy Olivero
Marjorie O’Neal Eubank and James Eubank
Robert Oxley
Linda Parker
Yatin Parkhani
Bryan and Stacy Perraud
Donald and Tomasina Perry
Katie Pribyl (’00, PC)
Shannon Queen
Charles and Pamela Ratcliffe
Mel and Karen Ray
Christina and Anthony Recascino
Don (’95, ’97, WW) and Kathryn Roberts
Jeffrey Rodwald
John (’79, ’80, DB) and LeeAnn Sabel
Jeremy Samuels
Louis and Judy Samuels
Neil and Linda Samuels
Linda and Jeffrey Sargent
William and Barbara Sawko
Barbara and Jack Schmidt
Keith and Edith Smith
Marjorie and Gregory Snell
Melvin and Susan Stack
Rogers Stevens
Tom Stewart
Dale and Michael Sullivan
Timothy and Irene Topolinski
Joseph and Kathy Toch
William and Susan Voges
A. Michael Weigel
Linda (’83, ’93, ’04, WW) and Steve Weiland
Spencer Whealon
John and Aleta Marie Winterling
Ronald and Regina Younger
Leeann Chen-Jones and Philip Jones
Robert and Bobbi Coleman
Terry and Barbara Collins
Pam Cooper
Fredrick and Linda Costello
Howard and Deborah (’09, WW) Creech
Marguerite Cummock
Terry and Andrew Dallas
Stephen (’94, WW) and Suzanne Dedmon
Paula and Francis DeLuca
Robert (’04, WW) and Teresa Doheny
Richard and Mary Duma
Gary and Jo Ellen Eggers
Gail Erlitz and David St. Martin
Bill Fletcher
Susan Florsheim
Andrew and Cynthia Fraher
Eva Garcia
Mark and Jill Gillespy
Lori and Rodd Gould
Margaret and Douglas (’84, WW) Grewing
Vitaly (’00, DB) and Ekaterina Guzhva
Leo Hart
Jack and Debbie Haun
Kevin and Maria Hayworth
Kathleen and John Hennessy
Elizabeth Higgins Frost and Michael Frost
James and Stepheny Hinel
Jack and Beth Holcomb
Cass and Mary Howell
Emily Jacobson
Larry (’05, WW) and Pamela Jenkins
Robert Johnston and Francesca Pandolfe-Johnston
Myra Jumper
Patricia Kabus (’09, WW)
Alan Kenson
James and Susan Kimmel
Eileen and James Klein
Lisa (’97, ’09, DB) and Matthew (’99, DB; ’07, WW) Kollar
Andrew and Lucyna Kornecki
Christopher and Tracy Lambert
William and Kathleen Lazarus
L. Gale Lemerand
Zhuangren Liu and Li Ding
Mary Lockwald
Wenceslao and Julian Lopez
Lynette Luft
Anastasios and Garyfallia Lyrintzis
Florence Machol
Marie Maese-Thomason
Janet and Michael Marman
Chester and Frances Masztak
Darlene and John (’76, DB) Mazur
Bobby (’05, WW) and Evelyn McMasters
Ward and Theresa Mead
John Miseyko
David and Judy Monaco
Robert and Beverly Morrison
Terry (’94, WW) and Nancy Mularkey
Kelly Neville and Jonathan French
Michael and Catherine Nishimuta
Gary and Janice Northam
Patricia and Leonard Ohlsson
John Oldt
William and Linda Olivari
Daryl Ono
Dawn Parr
Kenneth and Lauren Parsons
John (’90, ’92, DB) and Ann Phillips
Michael Pierce
Elaine Pitenis
Todd and Paula Poitras
Alan and Bonnie Pratt
Kathleen Quinto
Jayathi and Vedapuri Raghavan
Julie Rand
Judith Rees
Joseph and Judy Reha
Richard and Peggy Roach
John (’73, DB) and Uta Rollins
Michael and Natalie Sands
Lisa and Edward Schatz
James (’04, WW) and Marian Schultz
Randy and Stephanie Schwartzberg
Mary and William Schwem
Scott and Cindy Shappell

SQUADRON 250

$250 to $499

Bobby and Betty Allen
Ashley Andrews Lear and Scott Lear
Anke and Martin Arnaud
Kenneth and Gail Artin
Magdy and Linda Attia
Nancee Bailey
Donna Barbe
Susan and Daniel Barnhart
Cynthia and Kevin Bixler
Richard and Nancy Bloom
Shannon Booth
Steven and Christie Brown
Frank Caiola
Michelle Carter-Scott and Edgar Scott
Ronald* and Vernetia Caylor

1 Council of 100
2 Deceased
Friends Board Members, Faculty and Staff

Squadron 100
$100 to $249

Robert Adams ('01, PC)
John Mark and Candace Adkison
Michael and Renee Allen
John and Teresa Amann

Helen and Michael Anderson
Kent ('97, '99, '01, WW) and
Teresa Anderson
Jason Applegate
Jason Aufdenberg
G. Laurence and Dana Baggett
Amanda Balcazar
James Bannerman
Stephen and Ruth Barry
Charles and Janet Bassi
Susan and Ed Baxter
Paul Bell
Marc ('04, WW) and Connie Bellnap
Harold and Carol Bennett
Michele and Per Berg
Kay and Mark Berman
Jack Beveridge
Jill Blassy
Linda Bloom
Linda Bond
Tim Booth
Edward and Margaret Bopp
Marvin and Stacy Brager
Stephen Brahms
Carlos and Patricia Bravo
Christopher and Cylinda Bray
Kathleen and Bobby Brazell
Julie and Brenden Brinkman
Carol Brissette-Gleason
Linda Bristow
Nick and Maureen Brixius
John and Sheree Brodkah
Daniel Brooks
Shannon and Jay Brown
Thomas and Sandra Brown
Richard and Marjorie Bryant
Daniel Burchfield
Deborah ('93, '96, DB) and Dean Burke

Norma Butler ('03, WW)
John and Michele Caldwell
Katie Campuzano
Elizabeth and Miguel Cantero
Stephen Cantor
Fred and Christine Cappilino
John and Andrina Carey
Carolyn Carpeneti
Darol and Lamoan Carr
David and Beth Carter
Robert and Gloria Castellaw
Rodney and Janet Casto
Annelena Charla

Yoon Choi
Robert and Terry Cieslak
Kathleen and Michael Citro
Nathan ('08, DB) and Shannon Clapper
Michael Clark
Paul and Theresa Clark
Brian and Ellen Clarke
Aaron Clevenger
Patricia ('00, WW) and Richard Cody
William and Gail Cody
Edwin and Nancy Colodny
Amy and Kenneth Colton
Michael and Cynthia Coman
Thomas and Barbara Connolly
Sheryl Cook
Tom and Gloria Cook
David and Nancy Cooper
James Cox and Arline Ott Cox
Lynn and Russell Cox
Walter and Mary Craig
Lee and Patricia Culler
Linda and Kevin Dammer
Sheila Daniels
Thomas and Sherry Dargan
Pamela and Derek Davidson
Earl and Diane Davis
Norman and Joyce Dawson
Christine Day
Judith DeBenedicty
W. Edward and Ruth Deaton
John Denigris
Frank and Kathleen Di Pasquale
John and Louise Dianto
Jack and Tammy Doughty
Diane and John Dowhy
Serger and Irina Drakunov
William Dunn
Derek and Heidi Durbin
Matthew and Antoinette Earnhardt
Frank and Sally Eddy
Robert Ehrhardt
Kenneth Ekman
Peter and Susan ('10, DB) Erdman
David Esser ('81, '84, '87, '89, DB)
Joanne Evanoff
Thomas and Kathleen Evenham
Michael and Monica Fabian
Joseph and Jeanette Faulkner
Paula Felici

Richard and Gloria Felton
Robert and Joanne Fiddler
Robert Fiegl ('93, WW)
Bruce and Jennifer Fike
Carol and David Fiore
Eric and Cynthia Fisher
Brian ('08, WW) and Anne Fjeld
Sarah Forney
Mary Foster
Daniel Friedenzoehn
Brent and Erin Fulton
Thomas and Sharon Garda
Keith ('83, DB) and Linda Garfield
Bonnie Gauger
Gary and Sheryl Gee
Iacopo Gentilini
John and Amanda George
Albert and Doreen Gillepsie
Marcia and David Gitelman
Leigh Glazer
Richard and Risa Goldman
Lyne and David Goldstein
Mary Gorman
Samuel and Cheryl ('01, DB) Granata
Charles and Miki Grant
Christopher and Cynthia Grant
Sharon and Daniel Greany
Arnold Green ('77, DB)
Andy ('77, '81, '84, DB) and Sheila Griffith
Robert and Jaci Hadsell
Hamilton and Rahna Hagar
Lynn Hagstrom
Daniel Hammes ('11, WW)
Ned and Christina Hanson
Martha and George ('83, DB) Happ
Edward and Patricia Harley
Philip and Marilyn Harman
Robert and Heidi Harsha
Leanne and Gary Harworth
Mark and Kristin Haskins
Antony ('02, DB) and Amy Haworth
Lee and Mary Hays
Kenneth and Elizabeth Head
James and Donna Heblinge
Thomas Henkel ('04, WW)
Robie and Carolyn Hester
Julia Hiers
Thomas (‘10, DB) and Judith Hilders
Kenneth and Josephine Hill
Kathy and George Hill
Joel and Debra Hiller
John Hoy
Karen and Gerald Hudson
Reid and Mary Hughes
Donald (‘87, DB) and Susan Hunt
James (‘93, DB; ‘10, WW) and
Brooke Hurton
Frances Iby Fries
Camille Jackson
Sally Jackson
Elliott and Carol Jacobs
Joann and Arthur Jansen
Glenda and Robert Jarrett
Deanne and Jeffrey Jennings
Ben Johnson
John (‘86, WW) and Mary Johnson
Michael and Elizabeth Johnson
Todd and Jennifer Johnson
William and Jan Jones
Alan and Cecilia Jorczak
Robert and Kayren Jost
Patrick Kadmas
Georgia and Jonathan Kaney
J. Lester and Elan Kaney
Michael and Wendi Kappers
Jimmy Keelin
Ronald and Deborah Keelin
Robert and Sandy Kemp
James and Andie Kidrick
Michele Klemfuss
Lisa Kloack
Edward and Victoria Knab
Linda and Michael Kollar
Chris and Renee Konell
Allan and Lisa Kopczynski
John and Laura Kraus
Dean and Donna Kurtz
David and Lisa Lanning
Linda and William Larkin
Jeanette and Mark Larsen
Bonnie Lee
Ira and Darcee Lechuk
Glen and Lisa Leo
Wade (‘01, WW) and Debbi Lester
Sharon Lesh
Marjorie Love
Marc and Jacqueline Luedtke
Dan and Victoria Lupin
Christine and Douglas Lynch
Brien Mack
Dirinda Maddy
Nicholas and Mary Manderfield
Kathy (‘09, ‘12, WW) and Scott (‘09, ‘12, WW) Markwith
Craig and Eva Marshall
Bryan and Barbara Martin
Ricardo Martinez (‘98, ‘99, ‘03, WW)
Diana Martinez-Bleth
George and Lillian Martyn
Phillip and Kathleen Masley
Steven Master
William and Grace Masters
Robert and Sharyn Materna
Stephanie Mayfield
Dan and Norma Mazur
Mary and Harry McConnell
George and Karen McGown
Scott McEvoy
Anthony and Helen Meduvsky
Ramona and John Meneough
Steven and Patricia Merchant
Eric and Charlotte Meyers
Stephen and Marie-Jacqueline Mikolaski
Gordon and Virginia Miliar
Ralph Miller (‘04, WW)
Roy and Mary Miller
James Milsom
William Minor
Deborah Moffett
Barbara and Verlyn Mol
Roland and Truett Moore
Gary and Doris Moore
Nancy Moran (‘02, DB; ‘06, WW)
Elizabeth and Oscar Morejon
Cynthia Morrison and Bo Karlsson
Joyce and Chris Morton
Tucker and Elizabeth Moseley
John and Susan Moynahan
Bert and Juliana Reames
David Myerowitz
Michael and Patricia Nadolsky
Henry and Betty Nash
Donald Needham
John and Laurene Neff
Larry Neidich
James and Joy Niekirk
Nicole (‘10, WW) Nguyen Bier
and Joel Bier
Anita Nordbrock
Brian and Becky Nordstrom
Kevin and Lynne Norris
Daniel and Virginia O’Brien
Patrick O’Brien
Patrick and Stacey Opalewski
James and Ellen O’Shaughnessy
Michael O’Toole
Raymond (‘83, ’89, WW) and
Deanne Otto
John and Linda Outten
Myron and Lauri Paddock
Michael Panaggio
Donald and Claire Parkinson
Kathryn (‘95, DB) and Kenneth Parsons
DayananthBHai and Nalini Patel
Kathy and Joseph Pavone
William and Jamie Paxton
Roldan and Jan Penagos
Richard Pernell
Debra Perry
Johnathan Pesce (‘96, ’03, DB)
Jeanette and John Pierson
Paul and Josephine Pietrzak
Jacqueline Pinaya
Matthew Flourede
Dean Allen Poblete
Darlean Pope
Kelly and Timothy Pratt
Christopher and Beverly Price
Irwin and Barbara Price
Eduardo and Traci Pieho
Lynn and Richard Prine
Christopher and Catherine
Pruhsmeyer
Thomas Rajala and Daniele
Hagen
Paula Reed
Monica Reeve
Robert (‘95, WW) Reiter and
Maria Lamagna Reiter
Patrick Rice
Michael Riffel
James Rightmire (‘08, PC)
Helene Roberson
Kirt Roberts
Dianne Rogers
Jeffrey and Pamela Roney Kov
Michael and Carrie Rosolino
Sherilyn Rossiter
Christopher Rotty
Wallace and Betty Routsong
John and Kathleen Rowell
Donald Roy
W. David and J. Wanda Rummel
Richard and Wilma Russell
Richard Rutherford
Sandra and Vincent Saar
Phyllis Salmon (‘84, ‘01, DB)
Mark and Laura Saltalamacchia
Jeff Sanders
Linda and Rico Schettini
Barry (HonDoc ‘89) (‘94, WW)
and Dorie Schiff
Cathy Schiller
Lloyd and Darlene Schooley
Kathleen and Wulf Schrader
Remzi Seker
Conrad (‘62, MC) and Marcia
Shad
Tarig (‘03, ‘04, ‘08, WW)
and Tayra Siddiqui
Kevin and Jan Marie Silk
Gulamabad and Nargis Sivjee
Dennis and Terri Slater
Horace and Theresa Smith
Joanne Smith
Marvin and Connie Smith
Alfred and Anne Sparks
Leslie Speck
Charles and Melanie Stegall
Michael and Laura Stegall
Sarah Sterling
John Stitt
Alan (‘95, WW) and Julia Stolzer
Kathy Styer
William and Leatha Sullivan
Joan Sussman
Kimberly Szathmary (‘96, WW)
William (‘82, ‘89, ‘05, WW) and
Diana Teeple
Margaret and Michael Temme
David Theeme
Holly and Thomas Thomas
Mary and Gary Thomas
David Thurlow
Massoud Towhidnejad and
Khander Molavi
Nancy Tran-Horne
Richard and Margaret Trumbull
Robert Tyler
Rosaria and Paul Upchurch
Shirley Vaden
Ronald and Beverly Valente

“JUAN MA, STUDENT AT THE PRESCOTT CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE JOHN AND MAURIE JOHNSON ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP

I am attending this university for the best education and a bright future. The scholarship I received was essential in helping me achieve my goals and my dream.”
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Charles Vuille and Dianne Kowing
Richard and Denise Wait
Donna and James Walden
Glenn Wallace
Daniel and Susan Walsh
Charles Walters
Walter Wardwell
Kevin Watson
David and Martha Webb
George and Lorraine Weick
W. Robert and Shariaine Weir
Michael and Pennie Weise
James and Catherine Weite
Walter Whitacre (*68, DB; ’05, ’13, WW)
James and Trudy White
Justin and Kimberly White
Leslie and Stephen Whitmer
Maureen Wiley
Thomas and Suzanne Wilkinson
Charles and Linda Williams
Bruce and Ann Williams
John and Katherine Williams
Maria Wilson
Raymond and Cheryl Wilson
John Wing
Paul Wirkowski
Hubert and Terry Wise, Jr.
Hubert Wise
Scott and Jenna Wolfe
Patsy Wood
Daniel (’80, DB) and Margaret (’97, WW) Woodward
Catherine and John (’95, WW) Wright
Sandra Wyatt
Andrew Young and Lynn Durance Young
Gregory (’10, DB) and Christine Zahornacky
Valerie and Raul (’84, ’86, DB) Zambrano
Stephen and Sylvia Zeigler
Nancy Zeman
Isabel Zenuck
Julia and Hank Zirckel

**CADETS**

Robert Abraham
Susan and Wayne Adams
Ann (’06, WW) and Frank Ade

**CADETS**

Randi Agri
Angela Albritton
Perin and Lilan Alfred
Jahubur Ali
Brent Allen
Carolyn Allen
Fred and Kimberly Alverson
Kristy and William Amburgey
H. Jack and Laguardia Anastas
Carol and Steven Anastase
Ronald and Gloria Anderson
Robert Armbrust
Cherie Armstrong-Cadenhead and Randall Cadenhead
Mark and Lucy Arrington
Bonnie Arteaga and Leslie Jones
Seth Arthur and Rose Pierro-Arthur
Lisa and Frank Arthurs
Melissa Athanas
Bruce and Jane Austin
Laurence and Lori Axelrod
Lucille (’97, ’03, WW) and Robert Babcock
Christ Bales
Katherine Bales
Lucinda Balser-Eaton and Timothy Eaton
Harry and Michele Baly
Matthew Banker
Evelyn Bankston
Janet Banner
Christian Barbieri (’94, ’99, DB)
Dorothy Barnes
Dennis Barr and Nancy Harmon
David and Melissa Barrera
Nancy Barrett
Robert and Nancy Barth
Marianne (’07, DB) and James Baskin
Kym Bass
Lavell and Ann Baugh
Leonard and Meryl Baum
Charles (’06, WW) and Donna Baumann
Peter and Joanne Beal
David and Lynn Beaver
Joe Bechima
Farahzad and Sourour Behi
Susan and Eugene Bencisk
Theodore (’82, ’89, DB) and Deborah Beneigh
Sheron Bennett

**CADETS**

Shelby Berardino
Glenn (’87, WW) and Priscilla Bingham
Amy Bishop
Richard and Adriana Bishop
Steve and Penny Blair
Elizabeth Blickensderfer
Gary and Lisa Boiard
John and Maureen Bonner
Albert and Cathy Booth
Georqgii Bourov
Deborah Bovee
Derek and Tracy Bowman
Terese Bracewell
Michael Braid
Anthony Brickhouse (’01, ’02, DB)
Bernadette Britz-Parker
Joseph and Kristin Brost
Heather Brouillard
Casey and Craig Brown
Joni and Harold Brown
Susan and David Brown
Reginald and Sheila Browning
Lisa Bruckner
Gail Bryan
Lawrence and Jean Bryan
Barbara Bunch
Gregory Bunn
William Burkett
Andre and Ellen Burton
Brad and Patricia Butler
Julie Butcher
Robin Byrd
Wendy and Jason Byrd
Angela Cameron
Kathleen (’09, WW) and Frank Campanaro
Rita Campos
Froilan and Rosa Canedo
Paul and Theresa Cannon
Brian Carhide (’96, ’12, DB)
Marge and Robert Carlton
Michael and Linda Carney
Marie-Jose Caro (’84, DB)
Ricardo Carreras
Christopher (’13, DB) and Tori Carta
Jiminy and Virginia Carver
Cheryl and George Casale
Linda Casamento
Kim and David Casillo
Clayton Cassella
Thomas and Ann Cassetty

**CADETS**

Ralph and Tracy Chabot
Kristina and Darrell Charbeneau
Hongyun Chen
Donald and Adrienne Chong
Linda and Robert Cimiiski
Margaret Clinton
Crystal Cobb
Mary and Mauricio Coelho
Julie and Barry (’80, DB) Cohen
Kenneth and Lisa Corbin
Richard and Patricia Cordes
George and Marlene Coslow
Lyndse Costabile
Sandra and Kenneth Cotter
William (’85, WW) and Paula Coyne
Dorothy Crawford
Lisa Crouse
Charles and Denise Crowley
Patrick Currier
Timothy Curtis
William and Catherine Dalton
Sharon and Danny Danforth
Randy and Mary Darow
Trinidad (’06, DB) and James Davidson
William and Emma Davis
Beverly and Daniel Davis
Brian Davis and Virginia MacGowan
Amy and Robert Deahl
Keith (’05, ’12, DB) and Kristin Deaton
Mary Jane Deighan
Mary Delate
Anthony (’97, WW) and Trudy Delmonte
Joseph and Keri Depasquale
Faith and Richard DesLauriers
Joanne Detore
Ruth and David Dewkett
Joseph and Dolores Diak
Archie and Janna Dickey
Paul and Harriet Dodd
Christopher Dolly (’05, PC)
Adrienne Dominello
Joseph and Shari Ann Domingo
Bryan Dougherty
Derrick and Michelle Drake
Reynold and Annmarie Dubois
Robert Dunklee
Luckey Dunn and Wendy Myers Dunn
“Ever since I can remember, the dream of becoming a pilot and eventually ending up in the airlines has been in my head, never wavering. Embry-Riddle is that bridge to getting there; and, with the help of the scholarship I received, it was made a little bit easier.”

MICHAEL CRUZ, STUDENT AT THE PRESCOTT CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE BOEING COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP

Alonso Duque and Mercedes Ramirez
Michael and Arlene Dzura
Michael and Lynne Elder
Carol Elliott
Dan and Michelle Erickson
Carla Fair-Wright
Vincenza and Dominick Falletta
Donald and Judith Fast
Lori and Jeffrey Feasel
Shirley Fedorovich
Robert and Terri Ferrara
Thomas and Milena Field
Brandon and Melissa Fischer
Brian Fiske ('04, WW)
Carmen ('02, '05, WW) and Seth ('90, '95, WW) Fitch
Davis and Jane Fite
Carolyn and Wayde Fitz
Robert and Sherry Fleck
Douglas and Yvonne Fleming
Gretchen Flint
Debbie and David Flowers
Donald and Betty Folds
Andrea Forney
Elizabeth Forney
Joanne Forsman
Willie Foster and Debra Cates-Foster
Addison and Barbara Fox
Victoria ('11, WW) Fox and
Nathan Beeiver
Joseph and Michele Foy
Richard and Cynthia Fralick
Maria Franco
Jaroslav Frano
Meryl Frappier
Robert Frazier
Alexander Freid
Donna and Paul Fremont
David Friedman
Mark and Jane ('12, WW) Fugler
Michael and Trinidad Gai
Lawrence and Michelle Galbreath
Sherri and Timothy Gallant
Joslyn Gallop
Barbara Gamache
Anilkumar Gangadharan
Sathyanya Gangadharan and
Manjula ('96, '11, DB)
Sathyanaarayan
Russell and Dolores Garrison
Marion Gaston
Linda and William Geiger
Michael ('11, WW) and Lorraine Geiger
William and Sandra George
Donna ('03, '08, DB) and James Giambra
Walter Gibbs
Richard and Rita Gibson
Neal and Vernice Giese
John Gilbert
Sharon Giles
Jaclyn Gilmour
Jeffrey Girtton
Guy and Sherryl Glassford
Abigail Glover
David and Paula Gluch
Erlin and Brian Goldenbury
Vladimir Golubev
Frank Gonzalez
Debra Gonzalez
Lazoro and Lilia Gonzalez
Luis Gonzalez
Thomas and Kellyann Goring
Javad Gorjodoz
Sandra and Milton Granados
Valerie and James Greco
Norma Greerer
Andrew and Julia Grenier
John and Sonja Griffith
Wendy and Jerry Griffith
Andrew Grosse
Thomas and Jana Rae Grose
Jeanne Guidetti
Gary Hager
Ronne and Debbie Hall
Luz ('12, DB) and Anthony Hall
Darla and Bill Hamm
Jacqueline Haney
Douglas and Joni Harder
Scott Harkins
Jean Harman
Michael and Cheryl Harmon
Kelley Harrison
Michael Harrison
Paul and Sarah Harrison
Rodney and Denise Hartung
Sara Heffelfinger ('01, PC)
Catherine and David Heckman
Peter and Nanette Heebner
Amber Helton
Anthony and Rowena Hemingway
Joseph and Betty Henderson
Rebecca and Barry Henry
Debra Henson
Bernardo and Gabriela Hernandez
David and Maureen Hernandez
Charlotte Hewitt
Jennifer ('02, WW) Hinebaugh
and Michael Mulrooney
Joel and Laura Hinojosa
Lauren Hinton
Samantha Hirth
Cory and David Holley
Q. and Elizabeth Holmes
Cinda Holosmkah-Elben and
Andreas Ebner
Dianne Holt ('06, '10, DB)
Karl and Pamela Honsberger
Andrea and Scott Hooper
Peter and Cynthia Hopfe
Tamara Hover
Paige and Leslie Howell
David and Heather Howie
Robert Hoyt
William Hoyt
Silvia Hughes
Ruth and Timothy Humphreys
Jonathan and Mary Husni
Andrew Hutchins
Jeanne and Dennis Huth
Janet Lacovelli
David Ison ('03, WW)
Girish and Rohini Iyengar
Donald ('87, WW) and Diane Jackson
Roy and Carol Jackson
Kathy ('89, DB) and Jeffrey Jacobs
Curtis and Elaine James
Matthew and Barbara Janowicz
Kathleen and Anthony Jeannetti
Debbie and Kenneth Jenkins, Sr.
John and Judith Jenkins
Barbette ('99, DB) Jensen and
Michael Burd
John ('10, PC) and Kelly Hanson
Meredi and James Jilotty
Joan and Lloyd Jiminez
Jeanisse Johnson
Leroy and Sara Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Stanley Johnston
Victoria Jones
Armand and Mary Ann Jose
Charles and Elaine Kalaidis
Angela and Zoltan Kalan
Joseph Kalathil
Saul and Joanne Kalin
Sidney and Bleuma Kaplan
Aaron Kasre ('05, DB)
Claude Kaye
Adam and Melissa Kearney
Chad and Jennifer Keller
Clinton ('02, PC) and Nicole Kennedy
Susie Keough
Jane Khayer
Jitander and Sushila Khatri
John Khayata ('89, WW)
Donald and Lena Kho
Valerie Kielimovitch
Kirk and Kristy Killingsworth
Daewon ('04, '06, DB) Kim and
Sunnyong Baek
Mitchell Kinzer
D. Annette and Stanley Kirson
Paul and Bethel Knight
Clifford and Karen Knitter
Ronald and Marlene Konecky
Steve Koutostamatis
Daniel Kowalsky
George and Anna Krakowski
Valerie and Thomas Kruse
William and Dorothy Kuhlman
Leah Kunzer
Mark ('01, '06, DB) and Kathleen Kurcin
Christie Kuzzik
Daryl and Sallie Labello
Arthur and Glenda Laborde
James ('67, DB) and Virginia Ladesic
Susan and Peter Laing
Barbara Lambert
Frank and Joan Lamorte
Paula and Scott Lampland
Eileen Lands-Groom and
Richard Groom
Robert Lang
Jason Langston and Sharleen Jenniges
Don and Donna Larson
Pamela Larson
Todd and Ruth Larson
Robbie ('97, '99, '11, WW) and
Cindy Lasky
Paul and Sherry Latten
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Kelly (‘10, WW) and Mark Laubach
Vicki and Robert Launders
Martin (‘06, WW) and Gina Lauth
Nancy Lawrence
Robert Lay
Pamela and Robert Layton
Helen Le Donne
Linda and Richard Lecates
Daniel and Brenda Ledbetter
Kai Lee
Scott and Sheri Lee
Natalie Lemus
Diane and Kenneth LeSage
Louis and Kimberly Lesieur
Jennifer and Christopher Lesshaft
Shir Leverett
Craig Lewis
Curtis Lewis (‘00, WW)
Wesley and Sarah Lewis
Lorain LHeureux
Felicia Lima
Brian Lindahl
George and Randi Lindsey
Lomin Liu and Shuhua Lai
Olivia (‘00, WW) and Maurice Lloyd
Gerard Lombardo
Carolyn Lopez
Stacy and Rolando Lopez
Pamela and Franklyn Louderback
Christine Loughney
Cheryle Love
Mitchell and Carrie Lucas
Jacob and Elizabeth Ludwick
Matthew and Jean Lueddecke
Annmarie and Fred Lupa
Courtney Luque Jacobson and Hector (‘10, PC) Luque Montoya
James and Tannis Lytle
Denise and Jeffrey MacCallum
Antonio and Isabel MacHado
Marcia Maguire
Ernesto Majano and Juana Ramos-Majano
Joseph and Lila Manhart
Kevin and Pamela Mannix
Catherine Valente Marchetti and John Marchetti
Dan and Asami Maronde
Michael and Deborah Masters
Keith Mattingly
Theresa (‘05, WW) and Edward Maue
Yvonne Mayberry
William Maye (‘01, ‘03, ‘13, WW)
Rashmi Mazzarella
Patricia McAllister
Chari and Alec McCain
Mark McClenny
Judy McDaniel
John and Jennifer McDonald
Patric McElwain
Charles and Maria McHugh
Louis McNally
Jeffrey (‘05, DB; ‘11, WW) and Hollee McNamee
Mike and Diana McNulty
Glenn and Janice McNutt
Francisco Medina and Lorena Monsalve
Caesar Mejillones
Melissa Mena
James Mendenhall
Anna and Mark Merhalski
Jill (‘02, DB) and John Meridith
William (‘04, WW) and Wendy Mesloh
Garret (‘06, WW) and Stephanie Messor
Michael and Julie Miglioranz
Winfred (‘91, ‘92, WW) and Celia Mihill
Claire and Wolfe Miller
Patricia and Burton Mills
Kishore and Bhagvati Modi
Andrew Monaghan
Joseph and Deborah Mondello
Jorge Mondragon and Jazmin Arana
Carol and Richard Monroe
Mecca Monson-Gere and Johan Loo
Daniel and Kelly Montplaisir
Michael and Nance Moore
Stephanie Moore (‘08, ‘13, DB)
Lauren Moran
Judith Morgan
Lois Morris
Christopher Mosher
Nicole Mosley
James and Virginia Mullis
Prabhakar Munasinghe
Julie Munson
Nicole Mumane
LaDNA Murphy
Jim Murro
Moses Ndelekwute (‘10, PC)
George (‘86, ‘04, DB) and Jan (‘07, DB) Neal
Otto and Mireille Neumann
Danielle Newcomb
Michael Nichols
Theresa Nolte
Gini and Daniel Norgard
Heidi and Mikko Nykyri
Dixie O’Connor
Edmund (‘04, ‘10, DB) and Eunice (‘05, ‘10, DB)
Odarrey-Williams
Megan Ohrlich
Sandi Ohman
Timothy O’Leary
Arthur and Geraldine Olsen
Dayna and Craig Olson
Patricia (‘98, ‘99, WW) and Robert (‘98, WW) Olson
William and Phyllis Opp
Louis and Carolee Orcutt
Corina Ortiz
Kathleen and Jack Ottson
Richard Owensby
Robert and Bette Packard
Gene and Vada Paetz
Michael Paino
Sandra Palmer
MeHul and Seema Pandya
Deborah and Leonard Parris
David and Elizabeth Paschal
Amy Patrosh
Donald Peery
Kathleen Pericola
Pamela and Frank Petrone
Jeanette Pfalzgraf-Yoslov
Tiffany Phagan
Sheredith Phennacie and Alkeem Harris
Donald and Josephine Phillips
Richard Picard
Dwight and Maureen Pickett
Frank and Rebecca Pietras
Stephen and Paula Platt
Tomas and Lynn Poll
Edward Poon
Dorothea and Lou Poppler
Jeanne and Douglas Popay
Kristopher Porter
John Post
Michael Potvin
Krystal and Mike Prinski
Omar and Ruth Quintero
Brian Rachford
Thomas and Renee Randolph
Robin and John Reece
Grace Reese (‘01, ‘06, WW)
Raymond and Hedykel ReLucio
Jon Reyes
Kenneth Reyes
Leticia Reyes
Mahmut and Sevilay Reyhanoglu
Dawna and John Rhodes
Kobie and Ramona Rhodes
Lawrence and Charlene Ricciardi
Theresa Ricciardi
Sally Richards
Larry and Sharon Rick
Nancy Riedel
Susan Ritter
Ricardo (‘92, ‘99, WW) and Wanda Rivera
John Robbins (‘08, DB)
Donna Roberts (‘10, WW)
Robin Roberts
Gregory Robinson (‘90, WW)
Harry and Anne Robinson
Frank and Ann Rocco
Kc and Darelyn Rock
Hannet Rodgers
Deborah (‘09, WW) Rodriguez and Luis Rodriguez-Asad (‘99, ‘00, WW)
Paulina Rodriguez
Sylvia Rodriguez (‘03, DB)
Preston and Lynn Root
Kevin Rosneck
Robert Ross
Martin and Iris Roth
Suzie and Tony Roth
Nichole Roumayah
Eugene and Loretta Round
Peter (‘89, DB) and Donna Rounseville
Leroy and Barbara Routsong
Kendall and David (‘89, PC) Roy
Stephanie and Joshua Rozboril
Linghui Ruo
Elizabeth Rush
Susan Russell
Tim and Minne Rutski
Jeanne and Gerard Ryan
"I want to express my gratitude to you for helping me to continue to pursue an education in the field that I am so passionate for. I have always loved airplanes and have been dreaming about working with them for as long as I can remember.”

LUIS VELASQUEZ, STUDENT AT THE DAYTONA BEACH CAMPUS AND RECIPIENT OF THE JIM HENDERSON CHAMPIONS OF CHARACTER AND JIM CRANE/INTERNATIONAL ORDER OF CHARACTERS SCHOLARSHIPS

Robert and Nancy Ryan
Mary Saccante
Richard and Catherine Safarik
William and Pauline Saldana
Richard and Christina Salter
Kampta and Shanti Samlall
Petra Sandon
Kenneth and Lisa Sanford
Debra and Frank Santiago
Marcia Sarana
Robert and Margaret Saur
Lawrence and Jenny Savallo
Guy (’82, DB) and Lisa Savino
Gwen (’94, ’98, ’01, WW) and Michael Schallow
Cameren and Janeen Schiff
Barbara and Paul Schmidt
Charles and Mary Schneider
Judy Segner
Pamela Seiser
Alfred and Christine Sekunna
Christina and Scott Selkirk
Mark and Laura Sensmeier
Elizabeth and Arthur Serapin
William Sater
Richard and Linda Shanahan
Christopher Shannon
Jack and Esther Shattuck
Heidi and Gregory Shaw
Tracy and John Shaw
Robert Shegog
Walter and Edith Shelley
Scott and Rossana Shepard
Arthur and Victoria Sheridan
Cynthia and Larry Shinaberry
Lisa and Gary Shore
Douglas Shull and Rosa Reich
Jeffrey Sidwell
Christine (’12, ’13, WW) and Aaron Sifferman
Sergei (HonDoc ’83) and Elena Sikorsky
Claudia Silver
Linda Silver
Rachel Silverman
Lynee Simon
Mark and Nancy Sinclair
Prasun and Vera Sinha
Christine and Dimitris Sivyllis
Bruce Slack (’99, ’02, ’03, WW)
Ray Slattery
Susan and David Small
Alison Smalling (’96, ’98, DB)
Cleo Smith
Michael and Annette Smith
Torrie Smith
Patricia Smock
James and Dominique Smollen
Alicia and Stephen (’95, DB; ’13, WW) Smyth
Robert and Patricia Sneyers
Jonathan and Maggie Snively
Stephen and Heather Snively
Richard Snodgrass
Janice (’98, WW) and Cyrus Snyder
Robyn (’84, WW) Sobotta and Thomas (’06, ’08, WW) Roush
Joe and Lisa Soller
James and Christine Soos
Patrick Spanfelter (’11, DB)
Susan Spark
Laura Squires
Wencil and Rosemarie Stanek
Richard and Tonya Stankov
Elizabeth and George Sterthaus
Annette Stillwell and Gary Ennis
John and Melissa Stinnett
Suzanne Stohl
Anne Stokes
Angela Primavere (’11, WW)
Charles and Patricia Stone
Susan Stratton
Ira and Laura Strauss
Anatoly Streltsov
Stacy (’88, WW) and Brigitte Strickland
Edward Sullivan (’04, PC)
Randall and Cheryl Sullivan
Jack Sumner
Lulu Sun and Shuo Pang
Jane Sunday
Joseph and Geraldine Sundermier
Benjamin and Jill Supraski
Dee Dee Sutherland
Lawrence and Emily Sverdrup
David Swanchar
Larry and Jan Szefler
Steve and Valerie Tackney
Frankie and Winnie Tang
Debra (’10, WW) and Jonathan (’10, WW) Bourdeau
Robert (’05, WW) and Prakob Terhardt
Gregg Thaller
Fay Theo
Ronald Thistle
Alicia Thomas (’11, DB)
Romeo and Florence Thomas
Sean Thomas
Frederick Thompson
Jack (’05, WW) and Mary Thompson
Kathleen Thoreson
Kurt and Jennifer Thorup
Mary Thromouloes
Gordon and Valerie Tibbetts
Faith Torres (’12, WW)
Gene and Diane Townsend
Steven and Cheryl Treutel
Meredith Tucker
Stanley and Joan Turner
Rachel Tuttle
Ather and Aisha Tyeb
Bogdan Udrea
Rhonda Ugowski
Sharon Uhlehn
Lilian Ullar
Neil and Roxanna Vaccio
Gloria and Robert Vagi
Jean-Noel and Paula Vallejo
Irene Vanhulsettop
Gary Varley
Thomas and Mary Vaughan
Barbara and William Venema
Thomas Vickers
Penny Victor
Katherine Virag
Leo and Evelyn Vogtlieder
Matthew Voorhees
Melvin and Cynthia Vuk
James and Kimberly Wachenheim
Joella and Stanley Waddell
Joanne and Mark Wagenschein
Blaise and Carla Waguespack
Bruno and Barbara Walser
William and Elizabeth Walter
Robert Warmus
Elizabeth and Adolfo Warner
James and Judith Warner
Gary and Mary Wasiak
Cynthia Ann Watson
Kristin Watson
Michael and Theresa Watson
Robin Colwell (’10, WW)
John and Elaine Weavil
Donna and Thomas Weglewski
James and Thomas Weir
Michael and Debra Weiss
Alexander and Mary Wells
Melanie West
Paul and Vicki West
Charles and Deborah Westbrooks
Timothy Weston
Michelle Whalen
Edward and Linda Wheatley
Michael and Catherine Whitlow
Monique Wiley
Lance Wilkinson
Denise and Robert Will
E. David and Ellen Williams
Gwendolyn Williams (’05, ’09, DB)
Karen (’00, ’04, ’09, DB) and Joe (’11, DB) Williams
Brian (’00, DB) and Leona Wilson
David and Jamie Wilson
Glenn and Cheryle Winkey
Karen Winkle
Gary Wohlfirth
Jennifer and Christopher Woorton
Michael and Sandra Wolf
Gary and windy Wolfe
Tom and Rose Wolfe
William and Jeanne Wolff
Larry and Barbara Wolfrum
Laura Wojniak
Laura and William Wright
Gary and Deborah Yalc
Tianyu Yang and Lifang Lu
David and Sandra Yona
Brandon and Tamara Young
Garrett Young (’04, PC)
James and Carol Zacha
Caitlyn Zang
Linda and James Zimmerman
Gail and Jerry Zollo
Joan Zuckerman
Donna Zupsansky
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IN MEMORIAM
DONORS

IN MEMORY OF
Sean Brooks (*11, DB)
Barbara Bunch
Jane Khaiyer
Alfred and Anne Sparks

IN MEMORY OF
Stephen Budesheim
John and Sheree Brodak

IN MEMORY OF
Elizabeth Cresenzo (*95, DB)
William and Emma Davis
W. Edward and Ruth Deaton
Tina (*95, DB) and Dallas (*94, DB; ‘06, WW) Keller
Debra Perry
Victor Michael Cresenzo Sr.
Revocable Trust

IN MEMORY OF
Shrinivas Dalal
William and Anne Grams

IN MEMORY OF
Douglas Eshleman (*83, PC)
Kaye and Mark Berman

IN MEMORY OF
John Fidel
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams
Richard and Margaret Trumbull

IN MEMORY OF
June Fidel
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams

IN MEMORY OF
James Fletcher
David Fletcher

IN MEMORY OF
William Haas
W. David and J. Wanda Rummel

IN MEMORY OF
Jack Hunt
Geoffrey (*86, DB) and Shanda Hunt

IN MEMORY OF
Paul Hunter
Constance Hunter
Paul B. Hunter & Constance D. Hunter Charitable Foundation

IN MEMORY OF
Cale Kastanek (*02, DB)
Robert and Maureen Bitner
Sharon Giles
Matthew and Barbara Janowicz
James and Joy Neikirk
John Oldt
Rider Jet Center
Benjamin Rider (*02, DB)
David Rider
Joseph and Kathy Tosh
Shirley and Jeffrey Young

IN MEMORY OF
Krystal Koch
Howard Koch and Ann Marie Young-Koch

IN MEMORY OF
Eilon Krugman-Kadi (*73, DB)
Stephen (*94, WW) and Suzanne Dedmon
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